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I. INTRSDUCTION

The application of the principlee of fluidisation to the

craeking ef petroleun hydrocarbone has been one of the nost

raarkable develepaents in the petroleun industry in recent

years. By uns cf fluidisation, whereby solid partieles are nein-

tained in a turbulent or pseudo~1iquid state by the moving fluid,

the national production and quality of gasollne and other petro-

leuu products was greatly increaned during world Her II when their

duand was et its peak.

The wine use and application of fluidieation today has nade

further study on this unit operation necessary. The inportant

physical variables in fluiciaation are the charaoteristics cf

the fluidlzed eolid, fluidiaing mediun, and the retaining veesel.

In epite of the effect of these physical variables in fluidiaa-

tion none inpertant infornation pertaining to fundamental rela-

tionships between these variables and the operational variablen

of the eystaa is still lacking.

The principal develcpents in fluidizaticn in recent years

have been directed prinarily along studies of fluid flow through

the fluidiaed bed. At the same tine, however, the influence of

nase velocity on the pressure drop through the eystun has led to

quantitative reeearch on this phase of fluidiaation. In mary of
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these investigations the application of dimensional and statis-

tical analysis have proved effective in the correlation of the

results,

The prpoee of the investigation was to correlate the

pressure drop across a fluidized bed of ottawa sand with the

variables of bed height, bsd diameter, and particle size by

dimensional und ststistical means,
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II. LITEHAYUHH REVIEW

Fluidisatin as a chenical process is rather recent, dating

back only to l9&2 when the application of fluid1sed•eolide

techniques in the petroleun industry paved the wey for its use

in many related processes. Ever since the application of fluid-

ised-eolids techniques proved effective in the production of

high—octane gasoline, further application end research into the

fundseentale of fluiuisd-solid techniques has been, end is being,

lnvestigated• The following review of the literature sttempts to

familiarlce the reader with the more important principles end

variables of fluidlsed systeme and the relatlng of these prin-

ciples end variables through the application of diaenaionsl

analysis and statietiosl analysis.

Indgstrial gpglicatione of Fluidisation

Fluidisation of solide has bee tenaed the intemaediate

operation between the flow of solide through flulds and the

flow of fluids through eolide(“). The use of a fluidised

system for the conveying of solids(“’19) is perhaps the oldest

physical use of fluidised-solide techniques. Yet, with the

· increaeing cmplexity of many chenlcal processee the applica- ·

tion of fluluised-solide techniques hae proved to be very
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sstisfactory in incressing industrial yields, lowering existing

operations}. costs, and providing for the applicability of con-

tinuous operational systens. The following is a list of sone of

the more izsportant applications of fluidised~solid techniques in

sauna xmunm (1) ¤1¤z111a¤1¤¤ er ha:-dueoa, (2) cazaxyue

cracking of hydrocsrbons(l‘O’53'6°0), (3) manufacture of acti-

vated csrbo¤(]‘6•18), (L) production of phthslic anhydride,

(5) calcination of linestoneü'9), (6) gesification of coel,

(7) evsporation of solidsßa), (8) synthesis of hydroca:-bons

froa natural gss(
53), (9) fraetionstion of gsees using solid

adsorbentsßa), and (10) drying of gases by hot fluidized-

solids(58)„

ßlgidisation Terxsinolog

The increaeing application of fluidlaedwolids techniques,

both in industry and research, has reeulted in a wide and

diversified nunber of definitions of the phasee and character-

istics of fluicized systems. Recently, however, atte¤pts(u‘)

have been made to standardise the nonenclature ccusmonly employed

in doscriptions cf fluidiaed systems, The following list of

nosnenolature on fluidiastion is presented so as to provide the
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reader with the foundaticn for the proper understanding of the

terms und throughout the course of this investigation.

Fluidisation. Fluidization has been defined an the unit

operation in which a nass of finely civided solide is uaintained

in a turbulent dense state by being dispersed in an upward moving

gas stream(2“). hicholson ana hoise(&7) define fluidisation es

the state which exists when a gas separates and suports the par-

· ticles of a bed and provides mobility and fluidity for the mass

of suspended psrticles. According to wilhelm and Kwauk(6“) fluid•

izatin may be divided inte two nodes of fluidisation, namely

particulate and aggregative.

{luidized hang. A fluidized ¤ass(1h) of solid particles in

one which exhibits the acbility and hydrostatie pressure char-

acteristics of a fluid. Investigstors(l7) etudying the various

phases and states of s fluidised nass of solid particles have

drawn analogies between the states of a fluidisd nass and the

three physical states of matter.

gluidised Bed. A fluidiaed bed(l“) is s mass of solid

perticles which exhibit the liquid•like charasteristics of

ncbility, hydrostatic pressure, and an observable upper free

surface or boundary sone across which a marked change in the

concentration of the psrticles occurs. A fluidised bed is

characterised by the·preeence of two dietinct phases(13°6O),
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(1) a oontinuous phase, and (2) a diseontiuous phase. The

continuous phase ie charasterized by the uniform distribution of

the solid partioles in the supporting gas stream, while the die-

continuous phase ie repreeented by the formation of bubhles, slugs,

or pockets of gas moving upward through the bed of eolids• Thomas

and Hoekstra(59) in similar inveetigationa state that s fluidized

bed may be produced mereky hy the passags of gaaes and vapors

upward through powdered solide.

lneigiegt Fluidisstion. Incipient fluidization occurs when

the particles of the bed are just suspended in the upward gas

stream of the fluidizing
gas(6O).

Quieegeng Flnidized Bed. A quiescent fluidized bsd is s

dense fluidised bed which exhibite little or no mixing of the

solid partieles of the b•d(lL).

Dispgrsed 5uspggsion• A diepersed euspeneion(lL) is a

maus of solid psrticles or aggregates suspended in a current of

liquid er gas rising past the partieloe. This suepension which

differa frm a fluidised bed in that n upper level or 1nter~

face ie not formed under conditions of continuous solide entrsin—

ment and uniform superfieisl velocity.

Chs¤nel;gg• Channeling(lL) ie the estsblishent of flow

pathe in a bed of solid particles through which s dispr0p0r·

tionate quantity of the introduced fluid passes• Channeling
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is likely to occur most frequently at low fluid mass veloci-

tiee(22).

Qlggglgg. Slugging(lh) is a condition in which pockets

er bubbles of the supporting fluid grow to the diameter of the

containing vessel and the mess of partiolss trspped between

adjaoent pockets move upward in e pistonlike fashion. Slugging

is especially common in retaining vessels of aall diamster•to·

length ratios(22).

Principles of Fluidization

Fluidisation occurs when the fluidising gas or medium sep-

arates and supports the particles, and provides mobility and

fluidity for the mass of suspended particles(h7). It has been

obeerved, however, that the passage ef a gas through a bed of

solide produees certain physical changes in the bed, these

changes being referred te as stages in fluidization.

Stagee in Fluidization. It has been observ•d(A3) that a

definite relationship exists between the mass velooity of the

fluidizing mediu and the pressure drop through the fluidized

bed. Studies have revealed that the pressure drop through a

fluidised bed is relatd to the various stages that occur when

the fluid velocity through the bed is increased and then d•creased•

Miller and Logwinuk(h3) inveetigated the relationship between
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pressure drop and mass Velocity on silicon carbide, sand, a.lu¤•

inun oxide, and eilica gel. Referring to Figure l, page 9, it

ie obeerved that as the fluid Velocity is inereased slightly e

oorreeponding pressure drop occurs through and over the bed of

solide; the pressure drop increesing linearly with gas flow

between points _l_}._ and g. Point Q corresponds to a pressure drop

equal to the weight of the solids divided by the cross·scctional

area of the column. Freu point g to point Q the bed begins to

expand, until at point Q the bed has expanded sufficiently to

eetablish fluidization. From point Q to point A a enall increase

in the mass Velocity results in a decrease in the pressure drop

for the system A further increase in the mass Velocity of the

fluid causee an increase in the pressure drop through the bed

until point Q ls reaohed, corresponding to the pressure drop at

which fluidization begins. when the mass Velocity is increased

further, past point Q, the bsd becomes more vigorously fluidised.

It has been shown that the pressure cropwelocity relationship

would follow curV• 2-_g or gg for snall particlee. As the nase

Velocity ie graduelly decreased the pressure drop•Velocity curve

followe points §—2A-1A. 'The curve _l:_@_ cannot be reproduced; the

displaeeeent, Q, depending on the initial packing of the bed.

The mass Velocity required for fluidization to begin is shown

st the inte:-section of Q of the lines extending free curves
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jgé end The mass Velocity required for fluidisaticn to

begin, or the critical mass Velocity, is important, for below this

Velocity no Iluidisation of the solid particles of the bed will

oceur.

Behavior of Bed of Solide. lnasmch as the critical nass

Velocity is the boundary condition for the occurrnce of £luidiza—

tion in beds of solid particlee, it ie necessary to inveetigate the

behavior ot the bed et mass Velocities less than, equal to, and

greater than the critical mass Velocity.

Mass Velocity Lese than Critical Mass Velocity.

Leve(25) stated that it the tluidising mediua is admitted

to the bed ot solide at a very low rate a snall pressure

drop will occur, incrsaeing linearly with increasing mass

Velocity until the critical mass Velocity ot the Iluidising

nedium is obtained. In a similar investigation, Hesnick and

Hhite(Sk) found that with low air Velocities there is no

observable motion of the bed. wilhelm and Kwauk(62) report

that increaeing the Velocity of the tluidiaing nedium leads

to a continually expanding bed, until, at the ultinate

lieit, particles are so widely aeparated that they behave

individuslly rather than as a part ot the bed, or in short,

they are Iluidized. All of these investigations indicate

that at gas velocitiee less than the critical mass Velocity
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the gas merely percolates upward through the bed without

agitating the individual psrticles of the bed and the

pressure drop through the bed is less than the equivalent

weight of the solide that compose the bed.

hase Velcitg ggual tc Critical Mess Velocity. In

investigations on round and sharp aandc, Leva(26) reported

that as the fluid mass velocity increased the bed expanded

until the critical mass velocity uns attained„ At this

velocity, the bed expandsd until the individual particles

became dieegaged sufficiently from each other to permit

internal motion of the bed. wilhelm and Kwauk(62) state

that at the critical nass velccity the particles of the bed

are fully supportd hy the fluidising ¤ediu¤• In their

investigation it was obeerved that an increase in the mass

vsloeity led to a continually expanding bed, until the

particlee were so videly sepsrated that they behaved individ-

ually rather than ae a unified bed.

Haas Velecitg Greater than Critical Hase Velocitg. At

very high velocity rates(2b), large bubblss ueually force their

way upwrd through beds of solid particles• Miller and

Logwinuk(&3) state that during velocity increase, bubbles

of gas ccaleeced at times and bubhled through the fluidieed

material, analogous to a gas bubble passing through a liquid•
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At still greater gas flow, these bubbles extended from one

wall of the column to the other. As the velocity became uore

violent(26'hh'5“) the slugs or streams of powdered naterial

were lifted from the bed.
Leva(26) reported that for a :1ug-

ging bed the pressure drop through the bed fluctuated between

wide limits, but in normally fluidized beds the pressure

drop remained esscntially constant.

W
Characteristios of Fluidized Bede

In the folloing paragraphs will be found a resums of sone

of the more important characteristlcs of fluidised beds. Included

in the review will be the individual effect of each of the vari-

ables on the character of a fluidised bed and the nathaatical

relationship between the variables and the fluidised state.

. Bed Bggansion. Leva(33) has indicated that a certain amount

of expansion of the bed of solids is ncessary before fluidisation

can exist. The naxisum expansion of a bed of solide without slug·

ging occurs at approxinately the critical mass Velocity. Ergun,

Sabri, and 0rning(l2) state that a definite relationship exists

between bed expansion and fraction void: under conditions of bed

expansion at high fluid mass velocity. according to Leva(3l’“l),

to expand a bed of solide requires a certain anount of energy which
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is less than that required to expand _a_n_Q_ fluidiae the bed, Alec,

in expended beds the particlee do not change position with respect

to each other but do require additional mary to maintain the

intemal nation of the perticlee in the bed, At the seae tue,

it has ben ehoenoe) that nere expansion waa insufficient in new

cases to pemit fluidization of the solide of the bed, However,

teete have indicated that the expaneion of a bed depende entirely

cn the original etatic bed deneity,

Solide Entgainnent, Entreiment of the solid particles of a

bed of eolide at high fluid maes velocities hae been etudied by

eeveral inveetigatore, s1te,1;(") confix-se the fact that high

fluid nass velocitiee are required for appreciable solid entrain-

ment in that there is very little eolid entraiment initially in

fluidieing a bed of solid particlee, Acccrding tc Parent, Yagol,

and Steineruß), the entrairment of solide increaeee with increae··

ing air flow rate and when the air velocity becoses very high the

boundary layer dieappeare and heavy entrainuent becomes apparent,

Bed Heigt, Very little information ie available relative to

the effect of the bed height on the other variables encountered in

fluidized systeme, Miller and Lcgwi.nuk(u‘), Morse and Ballou("5),

and Wilhelm and Kwa¤k(63) all state that the height of the eolide

in the bed does not have any appreciable effect on auch variables

ae nase velocity, heat tranefer, and preeeure drop, Resnick and
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Whlte(
55) agree that the height of the bed has little or no effect

upon the heat transfer through the solide. Acsording to Levawz)

end Parent, Iegol, end St•iner(I‘9), the only eajor effect of bed

height is in relation to elugging through the bed, the greater the

heißt of the bed of solide, the greater the chance of elugging•

§_l1_ggQ._gg. Slugging in flkliüißßfl bed occure in tell, small

dieeeter bede(22).
b•va(26)

reports that in eeall dieneter beds,

fenctioning et high gee rates, bubbles of the gee coeleece end

_ fern e gee elug which usually extends over the entire eroee·

eeetion of the reteinlng vessel. Under these conditions, it has

been observed that the pressure menometers in the eystus flue-

tuete over wide limits. In further 1nveetigatione(29), Leva

aleo reports that for most inveetigatione the operation of a

fluidieed syetn under elugging conditions ie not practical.

Yet, in the ceee of heat transfer, it wae observed that the heat

transfer coefflclents obtained under conditions of elugging did

not very appreciably from those obteined under conditions of enooth

fluidisation.

Leva(26) states that chenneling can be shown to

depsnd xseinly on four factors: (l) moisture in the bed,

(2) diameter of bed, (3) rate of gas flow, end (I.) dieeeter

of particles in bed• Tests have shown that ehanneling ie

restricted to low nase velocity flow in which ceee the gee
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ebbe upward through the spaces around and between the particlee

of the be. Thomas and Hoekstra(59) found that with initial slow

increase in the mass Velocity of the fluidiaing nedinn snall

channels appear in the bed of solide, acccmpenied by a slight bed

expa¤sion• At high mass velccities the agitation of the bed is

acre intese than at low velocities and ae a result the egitation

deetreys the channels ae soon ae the are forned in the bed(27).
T

Although the reason for increased channeling throgh fine par·

ticlee is nt clearly understood, investigatios have ahown that

an increase in channeling with decrease in partiele dianeter does
I

take place.

·
Pressure Dggp. The pressure drop through a paoked bsd is

caused chiefly by the expansion and contractio of the fluids

{
passing into and through the voids of the

bed(38).
Belden and

Kassel(2) report that the pressure drop through a bed of solide

is due to two factors, nanely, a static and a friotion factor

which account for the entire pressure drop through the bsd.

These two inveetigations and many othera(S'20'2l’3“'57) have

J related and oorrelatsd pressure drop with many other variables s

auch se surface roughnese, particle diaaeter, fraction voids,

and fluid nass veloc1ty• Leva(36) has led the investigatione

on the effect of the man variables on pressure drop• He has
~

reported that the total pressure drop through a bed is a result
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of the peesure drop through the paoking plus the pressure drop

sssed by the presenoe of the retaining well of the vessel„ In

an interesting investigation, Parent, Yegol, und Steiner(b8)

reported that the pressure drop through fixed—bed systems is

equivelent to the euspension head opposing the flow regsrdleee

of the nature of the gee or solide or the flow rete, provided

smooth fluidisetion ie obtained• studies on tube oismeter and

freetion voids has resulted in Fujita and Uohida(l5) repoting

that for a eonetent veseel disneter and free•frsotion void con-

tent, s doreaee in the disnoter of the veseel tends to increase

the pressure drop across the length of the vessel„ Tonne ad

Johnstone, in their studies on the geseeus fluidisetion of solid

partioles(6¤), found that a considerable enount of energy is

dieelpeted se e result of the collisions of the partieles of

A the bed in their fluidized state end that this energy ls

reoorded es pressure drop through and seroes the syete.

Chllton, Theses, and Colburn(6), and
Vslle(6l),

investigated

the influeee of psrtiele eine on the pressure drop through e

fluidieed bed ef veried eolids„ Valle restrietd his i¤vest1ge·

tion to the relationship between the total surfaee area of the

pertielee oonposing the bed snd the pressure drop, oorrelating

the data but not developing en epiriesl equstion• Leve(35)

wse one of the firet to iuvestigate the effeot of fluid sass
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veleeity on the pressure drop through a bed of solid partieles.

He reported that the pressure drop could bs expressed in terms

of two dimensionless equations, one for laminar flow and one

for turbulent flow of the fluidizing medium through the bed of

solide. Leva also reported that there are two primary reasons

for the occurrnee of pressure drop through fluidised beds,

naely (1) the contrection caused by the shape of the voids

inte and through which the gas must pass, and (2) the frietion

between the gas stream and the particlee of the bed. The shape

and the roughnees of the partieles of the bed have been

studied(39). In these studies it has been shown, that other

things reaaining constsnt, the pressure drop through very rough

particlee, such es aloxite granules, is more than twise that

obtained through smooth particles such as porcelain er glass.

Many attempts have been mac to correlate the pressure drop

through fluidized beds with one or more other variables of

these systms such as mass velooity, fraetion voide, particle

diameter, particle density, and many others. Two of the more

important of these attempts are presented in the following

review.
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L•va(37) has shown that the pressure drop through a fluidised

bed is dependent upon the mass valocity, fluid viseosity, per-

tiele deneity, fraction voide, and the partiele shape factor fer

snooth particles. The mathematical correlation for these vari-

ables is

(l —·§)
(1)

DP ° gQS3

where:

G ~ fluid mass velocity through bed, lb/hr—eq ft

/1
-

vissosity of the fluidizing media, 1b/ft•eec

X • particle shape factor, dimensionlese

6
• frsction voide of partieles eonposing bed,

dimensionlese

DP ~ particle diameter of bed particles, ft

g • aceelerstioh due tc grsvity, ft/sec/see

Q
• density of psrticles of bed, lb/cu ft

Lp • pressure drop through bed of solide, lb/eq ft•
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Chilton, Thomas, end Colburn(6'7) investigated the influence

of fluid viecosity, wall effect, length of packed tube, ad other

variables on the pressure drop through a hd of fluidized solide.

In their investigation the flow of the fluidiziug medium through

the bed was considered es the flow through parallel conduita of

irregular croes—eeotion• The eorreletion for the pressure drop

obtained is

LP _ 2.27 Äf 20*15 1. e„0'85 (2)
QDPL1.5

where:

AI • wall effect factor, dimensionlese

Z ~ viscosity of fluidiziug medium, lb/!t•se¢

L ¤ length of packed tube, ft

G° • nase Velocity based on cross•seetionel area
of empty tube, lb/¤q ft—see

Q
• everege aeneity of fluidising medium, lb/ou ft

DP • everege partiole diueeter, ft

AP
•

pressure drop through bed of olids, lb/eq ft.
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Qhagactgrietics cf Fluidized Solide

In the following paragraphs some of the more haportant

characteristics of fluidized solide are r•v1ewed• Included in

the review are te individual effects of each of the variables

on the character of a fluidizsd system.

{ggg of §0lids• In the many studies of fluidised systems

there have been a eountleae number of different solide employ•d•

Soae of the materials are products auch ae sand, wheat, clever

sued, and lead shot which have been transported by the use of

fluidized eyste¤s(“)• In other inveetigstione the type of solid

enplcysd has had some physical property auch ae reughneee, shape,

diaunter, er density which was to be studied in relationship to

other variables encountered in mathematical eorr•lations•

Farticle Dia¤eter• The diemeter of the particles used in

fluidiaed beds has a narked influence on many of the other

variables of the syetm auch as pressure drop and nase veloclty.

In ccnnectio with mass velecity Leva(27) has found that channel-

ing will increase with a decreaee in the diamater cf the par·

tlclee• Parallel inv•etigations(29) have shown that the diameter

of the particlee of the bed has a marked effect on the heat

transfer through the bed and also en the fluidisatien efficiency

of the fluidized syst•m• Miller and Legwinuk(Lh) in their
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investigation calculated the particle diameter by the geemetric

opening of two sievea and expressed the mean perticle diameter

for a mixture of partieles ae

Y ' Y
DP : x em, (3)

y
-

l

where:

DP • particle diameter, ft

X
-

weight fraction of cloeely screened material,
dimensionlesa

dpgl • geemetric mean diameter of fraction, ft

y • number of fractions, dimensionlese.

Density of Part1cles„ Very little experimentation has been

performed in an eftort to correlate desity of material used in

a fluidised system directly to pressure drop or other variables

of the eysten. According to Sittis(58), an increase in the

bulk density of the material in the bed will result in a greater

pressure drop over the bed as shown in studies on eocony bead

eatalyet• Leva(29) has studied the relationship between par-

ticle density end has reported that for all practical prposes

the heat transfer through a bed of particles is not eignificantly

influenced by the deneity of the particles of the bed•
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Characterietieg of Fluidizg Medius

Sms of the characterietics of the fluidising nediun, auch

ee viecosity, density, and mass velocity, and their effect on

the character of a fluidiaed eyetua is presented in the following

peragraphez

Fluidisig Medium Both gaeeous and liquid fluidising nedia

have been enaployed in systms of fluidized solide. In aany cases

the conditions of operation dietate the type and sanner of

fluidisatlon. The use of a gas nediu to fluidiae a bsd of

solide is by far the noet videly used, the fluidised cracking

cf petroleum hydrocarbons being psrhape the most extensive

application.

[luid Viscositg. According to Kiddoo(22), the vieeoeity

of the fluidising medium is reletively unimportant in its effect

upon the other variables of the system. Leva(I‘2) disegress and

states that for a wide range of operating conditions the kine··

natic viacosity of the fluidieing medium lsrgely deteruines the

fluidisation efficiency.

[luid Mgs Velocity. Klddoo(23) has found that the fluid

nass velocity is the most important variable to be encountered

in fluidised systms with the exception of the partiele eine of

the solide coaposlng the bed. In hie studies on heat tranefer

Kiddoo states that the effect of fluid mass velocity on the
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heat transfer through beds cf sand and other saateriale is

uncertain(23) . However, for most commercial applications the

fluid mass velocity is normally limited to the range of from!

0.5 to 2.0 feet per second. Parent, Yagol, and Steinerßo)

reported that under proper operetional conditions it ie possible

to have boiling or aeration of the bed of solide at rates which

arevlees then that required to eweep even the finest particles

out of the bed. Furthernore, the actual fluidization of the

particlee of the bed starte in the upper region ot the retaining

veeeel end novee dovnward through the bed with increnental

increaeee in the mass velocity of the fluidieing medium Sev-

eral attempts have been nsie to correlate the maes velocity
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with the other variables of the system with the following

cmpirical equation being one of the better onen:

l
0.005 g

G " ""“*"""'*""""""""""""""""' (U
Vu - 6„,>„«

where:

DP • average psrticle disneter, ft

ÖH • minimum fluid voidages, dimenaionlese

Q, • density of the solid particles, lb/cu ft

P
• deneity of the fluidizing media, lb/eu ft

,
• grsvitational conetsnt, ft/sec/see

X • shape factor of particles, dimensionless

/4
• viecosity of fluidizing media, lb/f‘t·see

G • fluid mass velocity, lb/ft•sec•

gluid Dgsitg. Parent, 'fgaol, and Steinerßl) and

Kiddooua) report that in most cases the effect of the fluid

density on pressure drop and other variables of the syetan is

negligible. The reason for this condition is that in most cases

the density of the solid particlee composing the bed is far

greater than the density of even the heavy gases that may be

used for fluidization. In the case of fluidisation with liquids

the effect of fluid density will, of course, be more pronounced.
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Characterietice of Hetaining Vessel

The characteristics of vessel length, distribution plate,

and tube dianeter of the retaining Vessel are presented in this

section.

Vessel gggggh. Hiller and Logv1nuk(“k) report that the

height of the bed of solide has no appreciable effect upon the

naes Velocity of the fluioising medium. In their investigation

it waa found that an increase of three hundred per cent in the

weight or height of the bed causd no pronouced change in the

critical mass velocity. Other inve•tigatlons(28'55) have shown

that the height of the bed of solide has little or no effect

upon the rate of heat transfer through the bed. wilhelm and

Kwauk(63) have reported that the height of the bed of solide haa

very little effect except on the preesure drop through the bed.

In their investigation it waa determined that the pressure drop

through the bed of eolids is directly proportional to the
pr•s·

sure drop per unit initial height of the bed.

Digtribution Plate. Very little work has been perfcrued

as to the effect of the shape of the distribution plate n

the fluioisation of the solide of the bed. Investigat1on(8)

has shown that a change in the shape of the distribution plate

from concave upward to eoncave downward, has resulted in the
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solide of the bed moving upwaro at the wall and downward at the

center of the column as compared with the conventional manner of

particle circulation.

Veseel Digggter. It has ben reported(32) that the diamster

of the veseel has a marked influence upon the advent of clugging

with inereaeed fluid nase velccity through the bed of solide. The

meller the diameter, the greater ie the tendeney for the solide

to "elug“. In other inveetigations(h8*5O) it was obeerved that if

the disnster of the veeeel were small the solide would cause a

head loss ae a result of the drag against the eides of the retain•

ing veseel. This influence of the retaining wall on the fluidiza•

tion ie known ae “wall effect". Paret, Yagol, and Steiner(5l)

have obeorved that the influence of wall effect can be all but

elininated if the diameter of the vessel ie greater than six

insbes. Still other 1nveetigatione(29) have inoicated that the
‘

diameter of the veeeel has little or no effect upon the heat

transfer through the bed since the advent of nearly perfect

nixing cauees uniform temperature distribution throughout the
X

bed.
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App-lication of simensional Analysis to Fluidization Studies

In recent years the application of the principles of dimen-

sional analysis to the study of fluidizaticn has been very suc-

cessful. Through the use of dimensional analysis the many dimen-

sional equations developed have proved extremely important in the

study and correlation of many of the related variables of fluid-

issd systems. Dimensional analysis is a means of obtaining par-

tial information about relations between variables which must

hold true for definite physical systems. The primary advantage

of the use of dimensional analysis lies in the fact that it may

„ be applied to a physical system when only a partial knowledge of

the relationship of the variables of the system is available. The

iX!£0I‘!¤&t«l.Gf¤ obtained through the use of dimensional analysis can

then be used to great advantage in limiting the experimental

measurements necessary to determine complete information as

totherelationship of the variables of the physical systun. In

general, dimensicnal analysis is applicable to physical systems

only when an understanding cf the system is sufficiently casplete

to explain its behavior.

Qundemental Units. Tha employment of the principles of

dimensional analysis has resulted in the standardisstion cf the

fundamental units used throughout fluidisation studies. Funda-

mental units are those units which are derived independently
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of all other units(b6). The fundamental units of length, mass,

time, and temperature are (1) tte meter, (2) the gram,

(3) the man solar second, and (L) the degree eentigrads,

respectively. These fundamental units vary from the metric to

the english systems, but are derived independently of all other

units in both systas. In many applications the proper choice

of fundamental units and the substitution of the correct con-

sistent dimensiona for these units are extremely important it

the dssired results are to be obtained.

Derived Units. The derived units in dimensional analysis

arc those units which are expressed in tenns of the fundamental

units(h6). In all cases the derived units of any quantity are

dependont upon the fundacntal units of mass, length, time, or

temperature. The dimensions of the oerived units ars defined

as the povers to which the fundamental units very in proportion

to the derived units.

Correlation of variables. As etated before, the application

of dimensional analysis has permitted the correlation of many of

the variables encountered in fluiuization studies. ln order to

obtain the exponents and the dimensional oonstant for the deter-

minsd dimensionless equation it is necessary to evaluate experi-

msntally the magnitude of the various dimensionless groups in

the equation. Once the magnitude and the variation of the
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individual groups of the equation are evsluated, the nuuerical

value of the exponents of the groups anc the dimenslonal con-

stant may be G¢t6fü1H8Q• A graphical determination of the equa-

tion unknowne ie possible if the character of the individual

dlmeneionless groups permits the Variation of ons group at a

time while holding the ramaining groups constant. ln this man-

ner the slope of the line obtained is a meesure of the exponent,

and the numerical value of the intercept of the line with the

ordinate at zero value for the group being varied is a measure
V

ot the dimeneional eonstant. This is acconplisheu when the

logarith of the group being varied is plotted against the

logarithm of the remaining groups on rectangular coordinates.

In many cases it is not possible to determine a numerical value

of zero for the logaritn of the gxoup being varied, in which

case the line must be extrapolatse in order to obtaln an inter-

section with the ordinate. As states above, the graphical solu-

tion of the unknowns in the dimenslonleee equation requires that

eaeh group of the equation be varied independently of the other

groups of the squation. where this is not possible an alternate

neane of correlation of the variables is necessary. The use of

statisticsl regreeeion for this prpose is such an alternate

¤esns•
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Agglicaticn of btatistical ßnalgsis tc Fluidization Studies

In recent years the usa of statistical analysia for the
d•t•r-

minatinn of the significant variables of a system as wall as the

corralation af the variables has became pr¤¤in0nt• In the follow-

ing pages will bc found a discussion cf the application of the

principles cf analysis of varianca and rcgrssaion an applied to

axperlnental systems.

Angggaia of Var1ance• An analysis of variancs is a meana of

testing the aignificancc or importance ot the variables cf a

ayatam(1¤)„ In many investigaticns the dctcnmination of the

important variable or variables can be a t1m¤·cons¤ing operation.
x

Prior to the application of the principles of analysis of vari-

anca the determinaticn of the indepcndance of one variable of the

system upon the other may have required a large number of experi-

mental doterminations uhsroby one variable waa tested against

the raaining variables by holding the rnmaining variables con·

¤tant„ In many cases it is not possible tc hold the ümportant

variable of a system constant. This mnkca the application of a

statiatical procedure, which takes into account the variatiou cf

the variables, exxraxcly valuable. Also, there is the possibility

that hclding a variable ccnstant, at some fixed value rcr the

investigaticn, will cause a different raault than would have been
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obtained in the investigation for other values of the variables.

Through the application of the principles of analysis of vari-

ance these difficulties can be overcome and an accurate evalua-

tion of the dependence of each variable upon the system determined.

ägggthesis and Aseumgtione. The hypotheees for the

many forms employed in tests of analysis of varianoe arc

dependent upon the particular form of analysis used, while

the aesumptions employee are general uns valid for any of

the forms eployed. Thersfore, the test of the signifi-

cance in an analysis of variance is valid only if the

observations are from a normal distribution and the vari-

ance of each group of data is the same. This impliee that

the observations, when plotted, will take on the form of a

eymmetrical bell·shaped curve which extends infinitely far

in both a positive and a negative direction. Also, there

should be a homogeneous spread of the observations in each

group from the average of the group. In an analysis of

variance the hypothesis is states that there is no effect

in the variation of the experimental observations as a

result of the variables of the system. The procedure

employed is mersly to test the variables of the system

both indspendently and together to determine whether any

of the variables are eignificant or important in causing
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the variation of the eperimental data. When the test of

significance shows that the variable or variables of the

system are significant the hypothesis can be rejected for

that variable.

Variable: of Classification. The form of the analysis

of variance is dependent upon the naher of variables that

exist in the experimental system. Many different
forms(1O)

ers available for the analysis of variance of from one to

five separate and independent variables with the following

forms being the more important: (1) randomised·block,

(2) factorial analysis, (3) split plot, (Ä) inccmplete

block, and (5) latin square. Each of the above forms ef

analysis mst be handled according to detailedprocedureswhich

apply only to that form. At the sam time, there are

certain oonsiderations which must be taken into account

regardless of the eperimenhal analysis form under con-

sideration. In all forms of an analysis of varianoe an

attempt is made to study the several variables in the most

efficient manner. In each form the su of squares for the

individual variables, the sum of squares for the interaction

or the residual, and the sum of square: for the total is

comuted. The mean sum of squarse, which serves as the

estinmte of the variance for the variable or for the
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interaction, is always computed by dividing the sum of

squares by thc degree of freedom for the particular quan—

tity. The total degree of freedom is one less than the

number of experimental observations, while the degree of

freedom for the quantity under consideration is one less

than the number of separate variables involved in the

quantity•

Sggglficence. The objective of the analysis of vari-

ance ie to determine which, if any, of the independent

variables of the experimental system are significant or

important in eausing the variation in the experimental date

es a result of the variation of all of the variables taken

together. The variation of the observationa in the experi-

mental data is caused not oly by variance in the popula-

tion and the variatioa as a result of experimental error,

but also ae a result of changes in the variables of the

system. The statistic employee in the test for signiIi·
T

cance is the E statistic. This statistic is the ratio of

the mean aum of equares of the quantity under considere-

tion tc the mean sum of squaree for intersction. In the

test for significancs a level of significance must be

selected to be used in connection with the E test. The

level of significsnoe detenaines the chance that will be
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permitted for a variable of the system testing signifi-

- cent when it is really not significant. The value of E

for each of the variables of the system is determined and

compared with the value of E for the proper number of

degrees of freedem at the chose level cf significance.

If the experimental value of [ exceeds the value from com- A

putd tables, the variation of the experimental observs—

tions ie caused more by that particular variable than would

be expected by chance at the level of significance• Under

these conditions it is pos=ible to have any number of vari-

ables significant, as well as significant interaction• The

fact that the interaction is significant means that two er

more variables are causing effects on the experimental

observations when taken together that they would not pro-

duce when taken separately. In connection with the sig-

nificance of the variables of a system it should be pointed

out that if two variables of a syste are significant, the

[ value of one being twice that of the other, there is no

assurance that the first variable is causing twice the varia-

tion in the experimental observations than is the second.

It shold be also pointed out that if there are several

variables involved in an experimental system and only one

of those variables is significant, it does not mean that
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only that aignificant variable is causing the variation in

the obsorved values, but, instead, that all of the variables

A may be cauaing variation in the exqerimental cbservations to

which the significant variable is producing the major varia·

tion.

Regressien ana Lorrelation. Luncan(ll) states that in most

cases a aepandent variable can be estimated with greater preoiaion

if the ostimate of the variable is based upon several independent

variables rather than only one. This situation ia the type that

exists in many investigationa, particularly in fluiuization

studios where as many es seven or eight independent variables

may bo considered in relation to the dependent variable. There

has been considerable eontrovorsy in recent years as to the best,

and aimplast, definition of the term “regreesion“• Recording to

Duncan(ll), “regressiom", in statistics, means simply the average

relationship between variables. Therefore, the regresslon of

X1 on X2 would mean the relationship between the average of the

values of X1 for a given value ot A2. In a similar uanner the

regreesion of X2 on xl means the average of the values of X2

for a given value of Il. As statoc above, in nany investiga-

tione the relationship between the variables of the system is

determineü by controlleu expcri¤6nts„ However, in many

inetaneaa it ia not physically poesible to control the node
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of experimentation and in these cases the relationships between

q the variables of the eystee. must be detemined by analyzing the

data ae it ia obtained, The neana of aehieving the relationehipe

ie then by enploymsnt of the principles of modern regression and

oorrelation analysis,

Vggables of Classification, Regression between the

variables of a systaa can apply to as few ae two independent

variablen, In the case of two~variable regreeeion the tina

and difficulty of eonmtation is eonsiderably less than that

required in multiple regreeeion, When the number of inde-

pendent variables of the experimental system emceed two,

special neana nust be nployed in order to detemine the

nunerical value of the unknown quantitas,

Normal Euations, The determination of the unknown

quantitiea for multiple regression involvee the aolving of

a set of simultaneous equations equal to one nore •qua·

tion than the nunber of independent variables of the

eyetnn, Since the solving of the ainultaneous equationa

would becone extremely difficult if the number of ind•·

pendent variables exceeded two er three, a sinplified

canputationel procedure known as the abbreviated Doolittle

nethodul) has been devieed for the solution af the sinnl-

taneoua equations, In order to eolve the equations for
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the unknown quantities it is first necessary to evaluate

the matrix for the experimental data. The matrix oonaista

of a square block of numbers, sach number repreeenting

either a sun of squaree or a su of products for the

experimental observations for each variable taken inde-

pendetly and ae a product of the other variables. The

matrix, therefore, repreeents the sum of equares and the
I

aum of products for every possible combination of the

experimental observations for eeoh of the independent

and dependent variables of the system. The nrmal equa-

ticns consist simply of the rows and columns of the

matrix in their proper order with the eorresponding

symbol for the unknown substituted into the proper

column of the matrix.

Determination of Unknown Quantitiee. The actual

„ eolutio of the simultaneous equatione or the normal

equations is accomliehed by means of the abbreviated

Doolittle
methd(ll).

This procedure for the solution

of eimultaneoue equations has two modes of solution, the

forward and the backward solutions. The forward solu-

tion involves interrelatiens between the terns of the

matrix of the normal equations, while the beckward

solution involves interreletions between the inverse
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A of the matrix of the normal equations. In both solutions

strict methods of computational procedure must be adhered

to in order to obtain the deaired numerical values for the

unknwne of the normal equetions. The principal advantage

of these methods of solution of simultaneous equations

lies, not only in the fact that it is considerably less

time censuming, but also that it provides methods for

checking both the mathematice and the statistics involved

es the solution of the nonaal equaticns progresses. At

the completion of the eomputational procedure the nunerieal

values of the unknowne in the normal equations are com-

puted from the statisticsl relations existing between the

intermediate terms computed during the solution of the

normal equations by the Doolittle procedure.

Tgste of Sgggggicance. Tests of significence in

mltiple regession are provided just as they were in

analysis of vsriance of independent variables. The

test of signiticance in multiple regreseion involves

the standard E test whereby the experimental [ value

is compared with the E value from computed tables at

the chosen level of significsnce. The experimental E

value is obtained by dividing the mean sum ef squaree

for regreesion, where the degree of freedom is equal to
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the number of independent variables E, by the mean sum

of squares for residual, where the degree of freedom is

equal to the total number of observations g,for the
I

system minua E + 1. If the experimental value of _1§_

eaoeeds the value from the tables at the ehosen level

of signifioanee it indicates that the regression due

to all of the variables of the eyatwm was slgnificant.

Should the experimental E value not be signiticant, it

indieates that one or more of the independent variables

of the syete are insignificant and can be eliminated

from the normal equations. This means that one variable

of the equations must be eliminated, the unknowns re-

evaluated, and the signifieance of the regreesion re-

determined. In many prooedures, the signifieanoe of

the regreseion is tested prior te the dstermination ef

the numorioal values of the unknewne in the normal equa-

tiona, whereby the computation of the unknowns is not

repeated every time the regreeeion should prove to be

insignificant. If an idea of the relative inpertanee

of the independent variables is known prior to the use

of the regreaslon computatlons, the normal equations

eau be set up with the supposed least signifioant vari-

able in the last column so that it can be dropped from



further eomputations with the least amount ot difficulty

ehculd the regreasion prove to be insiguificamt for all

of the variablen.



The experimental section in the investigation of the

application of dimensional and statisticel analysis to fluid-

ization studies includes the purpose of the investigation,

the plan of experimentation, the materials ana apparatus used,

the method of procedure, the data and results, and the sampleoalculations. g
Purpgse of Investigation

. The purpose of the investigation was to correlate the

pressure drop across a fluidized bed of ottawa sand with the

variables of bed height, bed diameter, and particle size by

dimensional and statistical means.

Plan of investigation

The plan of the investigation consisted of a survey of

the literature, the modification of the fluidization equipment,

orifioe ealibration, analytical tests, operational tests, and

the analysis of results.
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gterature Hegau. A aurvey of the available literature

pertaining to the pressure drop encountered through a fluidised

bed of solid particles was made so as to gu.n a knowledge of

previous werk perforned by other investlgators. In addition,

particular attention was devoted to the literature relating to

both dineneional and etatistical analysis.

§__o_q_;£;gat;on og Eluidization hguigegt. The apparatue

used in this investigation consisted of copper fluidisation

columns which were used in conjunction with air driers

designed and constructed by Breckonß). The tluldisation

coluuxs were designed and constructed to perait the deter-

mination of the pressure drop encountered throughout the bed

- of solide at six-inch incremente of bed helght•

erifioe Calibration. A check was made ou the celibration

curve fer the 3/16-·inch orifice plate in the air nanometer of

the fluidisation column ae originally calibrated by

Dickersonw) . The insufficient capacity of available

coamercial wet test meters did not permit the calibration

of the entire range of the msnometer ditferentials used in

this investigation. Therefore, it was necessary to ecctrsp-

olate the curve of Dickereonw) to cover operational ranges,



ggggytical Tests. Analytical tests were performed with

the assistance of Luttrell(69) to determine the absolute

dsnsity and mean particle diamster of the ottaw sand, the

fraction voids of the three ranges of sand, and the humidity

of the fluidising air used in the pressure drop determinetion••

Qgggational Tests. Experimental tests were made using

three ranges of ottawa sand, two column diametere, and seve

bed heights increasing by aixrinch increments. The tests

determined the static pressure drop at each combination of

the above variables. In addition, tests were conductsd to

determine the bed expansion at each bed height using the

three ranges ot ottawa sand and the two column diamstere•

Analggis of Results. The data obtaind from the opera-

tional tests were used to evaluate the signiticant variables

of the fluidiaation system and to determine the nurioal

value of the unknown constants in the dimesionlees equation.
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Materials

The following materials were used in the investigation.

‘ ggg. Compreesed air, humidity 6.006 pound of water per

pcund of dry air. Supplied by Nash hytor compressor, Depart-

ment of Chemical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute,

Blacksburg, Va. Used aa fluidizing mediu in performance of

fluidisation teste.
6

Carbon Tetrechloride. Technical grade. Obteined from

Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring, hd. Used as menometer

fluid for pressure drop manometers of fluidisation system.

Qgeggte. Six—meah (U.S. Standard); bulk desity, Sh

to 60 pounds per cubic foot; anhydrous caloium sulfate coated

with C.P. ccbalt chloride. Obtained from W. A. Hemnd

Drierite Co., Xenia, Ohio. Used as drying agent for removing

noisture from fluidizing medium.

§[g• l,L-Bis (amlamino) anthraquinone, R-2135-60-F.

Obtained from American Cyanamid Co., Bound Brook, N. J.
I

Used to color carbon tetrachloride manometer fluid.

ägggggg. Otained from Fisher Scientific Oo., Silver

Spring, Md. Used es manometer fluid for reference pressure

manometer and air manometer in the fluidisation system.



Ottawa Sand. Standard testing sand; 20 to 30- and

30 to 50-mssh U.S. Standard; mean particle diameters of

0.0266 and 0.0180 lnch, respeotively; absolute density,

166.6 pounds per cubic foot. Ubtained from Ottawa Sand

Co., Ottawa, lll. Used as fluidized solid.

Ottawa Sand. Standard testing sand; 50 to 70—mesh

U.S. Standard: mean particle diameter 0.0103 inch; absolute

density, 166.6 pounds per cubic foot. Obtained from

American Graded Sands Co., Chicago 13, Ill. Used as

fluidized solid.

Permate. Obtained from Pormated Co., Inc., Brooklyn 35, ·

N. Y. Used to form gasket around air drier windows.

lwatar, Distilled. Gbtained from laboratory still in the

Department of Chemical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic

Institute, Blacksburg, Va. Used in absolute density deter-

minations of ottawa sand.
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Apgaratus

The following apparatus and equipment were used in the

course of the investigation.

Balance, Angggical. Chain··o-matic, 250 gras capacity,

eensitivity 1/20 nilligram. Menufacturcd by Seederer-

Kohlbuech, Inc., Jersey City, N. J. Used for weighing sand

for density detcrminations.

Balance, Beam. Twenty-kilograa capacity, one-grm

incraents. uobtained from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver

Spring, Md. Used for weighing sand samples and testing

screens.

Fluidiggtion §ystua. A drawing of the fluidisation column

and aocessory equipment showing the relationship of the major

„ components of the system is shown in Figure 2, page A7. A
0

detail drawing of the fluidization column is shown in Figure 3,

page A8, with the bill of materials in Table I, page A9. ~

Furnace. Electric, 3.A kw, 220 v, maximum temperature

1850
°P‘.

Manufaetured by Cooley Electric Manufacturing Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind. Used to dry sand samples prior to density

determinations.
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Glassware. Miscellaneous lsborstory glasswere used in

the investigation included beaaers, flasss, and pipets. Manu-

factured by Corrdng Cllassware co., coming, N. Y. Used for

miscellaneous test pur;„~oses.

Hot Plate. Autemp heater, 115 v, sc, A50 w. Ubtained

from Fisher Scientific co., S;Ll.ver Spring, Md. Used in ottewa

sand density deteruinations.

Meter, Gas. Number I+35l•'N+O. ßraduated in cebic feet

and tenths of cubic feet. Msnufactured by Precision

Scientific Co., Chicago, Ill. Used to measure air flow

for crifice calibretion.

_1jgg_g. Steel, four required, 0.l cubic foot capacity.

Ubtained from Fisher Scientific Co. , Pittsburgx, Pa. Used

with sample splitter for quartering samples for screen

analysis.

§_Q._g_g_gg_. Tyler standard screen scale. Seven required;

16-, 20-, 30-, 1.0-, 50-, 70-, end 100-mesh. Obtained from

s. S. Tyler Co., Cleveland, Chic. Used for screen analysis

of cttawa sand.

Riddle, Conbs ygrstogg. Obtained from Great western

Manufacturing Co., Leavenworth, han. Used for shaking test

sieves in ottaws sand screen analysis.
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Specific Grnvitx Bottle. }ic-gsrth, A.S.T.E·I.; 100-ml,

pyrex glass. Qbtained from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver

Spring, Md. Used for determining absolute density of ottswa

sand.

Thermometers. äercury in glass, range 0 to 300 °F, two

degree Fahrenheit increments. Obteined from Fisher Scientific

Co., Silver Spring, Sd. Used for determining absolute deneity

of etteua sand.

Qgggg. Electric, 115 v, 60 cy, readings in minutes and

hundredths of a minute. Obtained from Fisher Scientific Co.,

Silver Spring, Md. Used to time shaking of test screens.

Vacuu Cleaner. Series 36686, 110 v, 60 ey. Gbtained

from Westinghouse slectrical Corp., hansfield Works, Hansficld,

Ohio. Used to withdraw ettewa sand fro fluidization colums.
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tL;n:_g;_o_,j; “·;~r;cec€:i:'c

The method of procedure followed in this investigation is

PPQBBGEBQ under the following headings: (1) modification of

fluidization equipment, (2) orifioe calibrstion, (3} analyt-

ical tests, and (L) pressure drop determinations.

hodification houinmggt. The fluidization

equipment shown in Figure 2, page A7, required several modifica-

tions before the pressure drop determinations could be made.

(
Fluidisgtigg_Qglgggg. This investigationrequiredthat

the static preesure drop be detormined et six—inch

inerements along the vertical ari: of the fluidization

columns. Efforts were made to ohtain two- and feur·inch

glass pyrex columne with the appropriate msnometer lead:

located at six•inch incremants along the vertical axis

of the column:. However, the cost of auch colunne was

prohibitive and it was decided to construct columne of

copper tubing instead. In the construction of the copper

' fluidication columns, Figure 3, page L8, two- and four-

inch copper tubing was cut to a length of exactly four

feet. Tw pieces of l/A-inch flat iron were obtained and

cut to form a flange at the bottom of the A-inch column

and a support at the top of the column. The bottoazflange
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was formed by cutting a hole in the center of the flat

iron plate, slippin; it over the outside edge of the

l
&—inch diameter copper tubing, and welding in place. A

similar procedure was employed for the 2-inch column

using l/8-inch flat iron plate. holen were drilled in

the flange sections to corrsepond to the stationary holte

on the base plate of the column support. The flat iron

plate, fourteen inchee square, was welded to the top of

the coppor tuhing. A 5/8—inch hole was drilled in each

corner of the flat iron plate to accommodete the 1/2-1nch

support rods. L L-inch section of &—inch black iron pipe

was threadsd at one end and welded to the top of the

support {lange. A 2-inch hole was hurned in the center

of the section and a one-foot length of 2-inch black iron

pipe welded into the hole. This section uns conected te

the cyclone separater by means of 1 2—ineh union. The

2-inch {luidization column use prspared in a similar

manner. A black iron cap was provided to close the

short sections welded to the top of the column. with

this portion of the construction completed, seven 1/2—

inch holes were drilled along the vertical anic of the

columns, the holes spaced st six—inch orements. Into

each hole was uelded a L·inch length of 1/B—inch black
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iron pipe thresded at the free end. These short lengths

of 1/8-inch pipe served as the leads to the pressure drop

mancmeters. In order to prevent clogging ot the manoaeter

lines with fine particles of ottawa sand l/2-inch diameter

sections of 200-mech screen were cut and pleced in the l/8-

inch unicns connected to the ends of the msnomster leads.

Cyclone. A 6-inch diameter oyclone, constructed from

sn l8··inch section of black iron pipe, was used to collect

the entrained solide from the top of the fluidization

colums.

Momtgg Board. A A-foot x 3-foot x 3/l.·—inch section

of plywood wse used ss a mounting board for the pressure

drop sanometers of the fluidization system. Seven manom-

eters were nounted to the board, e hole being provided for

the lesds to the nancmeters from the back side of the

board. One•eighth-inch copper tubing was used to connect

the lesds from the fluidissticn column: to the manometers.

At the colum end of the eopper tubing, 1/8-inch Parker

fittings were provided for the connection to the unions

which served as the filters in the system. At the

msnometer end of the copper tubing, l/8-inch cc¤pression•

type fittinge were used to connect the l/8··inch copper

pressure lines to the ssnoneters.
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Qhernometer Welle. Holen were drilled into the sir

ealning chamber and the air drying chambers of the fluid-

ieetien system to accommedate thenaometers.

_L_n_Llgtice1 Prceedure. The enelytical procedure fer the

investigation consisted ef the determinstion of the ettava sand

density, the mean particle diameter of the ottawa eend., the

fractien voide ef the three ranges cf eand, and the humidity

cf the fluidisingl air.

Qgzgity Determinatione. The absolute density of the

20 te 30-, 30 to 50-, and 50 to 70-uesh ranges of the

ottawa sand were determined by A.S.T.H. standard pro-

cedure(65) .

Perticle Diameter by Screen Analysis. In the investi-

gation lt was necessary tc determine the mean particle

diemeter for the three ranges cf ettaua eand. Repreeenta-

tive 1.00-gran samples of each of the three renges of sand

were used in the screen analysis. Each screen in a neet

of seven standard testing sieves consisting ef the 16-, 20-,

30-, A0-, 50-, 70-, end 100-mesh screens was tared end

placed in the gyratory riddle. The 100-grem sample of

the 20 to 30-meah sand was placed on the 16-mesh screen,
I

the lid placed on the top of the screens, end the gyrstory

riddle started. After seven minutes of ehaking, the riddle
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was turned off and the weight of sand retained on each of

the testing sereens was determined. This procedure was

repeated fer the lO0·gram sample of the 30 te 50- and the

50 to 70·mesh ranges of the ottawa sand with the nuerical

value for the mean partiele diameter of each range ealeu-

latedgm) .
Qggtgclp Diameter by Photographie ggglygig. The mean

particle diameter for the three ranges of the ottawa sand

uas also determined by the use of phctographio analysis.

A ADO-gran sample of each of the three ranges of sand was

ebtained and quartered until only a l00—gram sample resin-

ed. A photographie enlargemet of the particles in the

final quartered sample was made at an enlargment ratio

I
of 29.5. From the photographie enlargement and the

measurement reference scale, which was photographed

with the sand sample, it was posslble to ohtain the mean

particle diameter of the sand. Effort was made tc

select partieles for measurement from all portions of

the sample and to select appreximately the same number

of large and small particles in the dianeter determine-

tien. Once the diameters of the selected partieles were

measured, the mean partiele dianeter fer that particular
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range ot sand was determined 7 averaging the values for

the individual ¤eaeurements•

Zggctien Voigg Determinstion. In the investigation

it wea necessary to determine the fraction voids for the

20 to 30-, 30 to 50-, and 50 tc 70—meeh ranges of the

ottawa sand at the bed expansion corresponding to the

· critical mans velocity. Since the copper tluidization

columns did not permit visual observations tor the

„_ msaeurement ct the height of the expended beds of sand

it was necessary to determine the fraetion voids of the

three rsngee of sand by other means.

k For this test 2- and h-inch dismeter pyre glass

coluns were substituted tor the copper oolwmns and

observations for bd expansion were made et 6-inch bed

heights at the critical mass velocity. Prem measure-

‘ ' mente nade in these colunns ae to bed expansion and

known weights ot sand tor each 6-inch increaent the

Irsction voids were determined.

Hggggtg ot Fluidising Air. The hunidity of the

tluidizing air wes determined by obtaining the wet and

dry bulb tmereture of the air stream Iren the drying

» chambere•
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Orifice Celibratiom The menouneter in the air line

to the air calming chamber ef the fluidieing eysten was V

calibrated to determine the velocity of the fluidising

air for corresponding differentials on the nercury

manometexn The calibration was perfornsd by meesuring V

gee flow volumes for five-—minute intervale with a wet

test meter es a function of the pressure drop recerded
’

for the particular flow rate.

Pgrfomaneg of Pressure Larop Deteminatienu The pressure

_ drop deteminations for the investigation were made using the

2• and lrinch copper fluidizatien columnm The lrinch eopper

colusm was! installed above the air calming section A by {as- —

tening the base {lange ef the column to the base plate of the

section with six 2-1./2 x 1,/A-inch square—head•d steel bolts.

The pressure drop lines were connected te the unione _Ij_;·_g to

y_·;§_ end the connection to the cyclone separater was nade

through g_·;_l and valve y;_l„ The reference msmneter was con-

nected to the base of the fluidisation column by nenne of

valve _\j';_Q_ and union Q_·;Q„ With these connections seeurely

faetened, the cap et the top ef the colunn was ruoved and

eufficient 20 te 30-meeh ottawa send peured inte the colmn

‘ to fill it to a height ef six inehee. Measurmente of the

actual bed height were nade with s l/A-inch dismeter probe
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with a flat disc weleed on the bottom to prevent the probe

from penetrating below the surface of the sand layer. Once

A the level of the sand was determined to be six inches the

meaeuring probe wae removed from the column and the cap

r•placed• Valvee _\j_-;_l, _Y_;§_, E1, L-_lg_, 1;-}_._§, and _Y;_l_2 were

opened end the air volocity to the fluidization column was

increased by opening _Y;}Q until the sand in the fluidisetion

column was elugg:Lng• Then, vslve _[:_lQ_ was cloeed• This pro-

cedure attempted to compeneate for any difference in the pack-

ing cf the bed of send at the different bed height: by starting I

each pressure drop detomination with the bed cf sand under

conditions of loose pecking. Valve _!;l_0_ was again opened and-

the air velocity to the fluidization column lncreased until

the maximum differential was obtained on reference nanonaeter

gig. At this point the differential on the reference nenne-

eter and bed height naanoeueter g;I_·_;_1_; were recorded as well as

that on the air line neanoueter @:2. Three separate readlngs

were taken for the reference, height, and air line nanceneters

for the 6-inch bed of 20 to 30-mesh cand. With the entering

air velocity set at some intermediate velecity between sero

and the slugging velocity, the cap on the top of the column

wae removed end enough of the 20 to 30-mech eand added to

the column to produce an overall bed height of one foot•
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This procedure allowed the "fines" to remain cn the top of the

bed of sand as the column was filled, thereby preventing upard

surges of the bed as the critical mass velocity was approached.

The cap was replacd, valve g;§ close end valve E;] opened.

Pressure drop determinaticns were again made for the one foot

bed height as described for the 6-inch bed height. This pro-

cedure was repeated for bed heights cf 1-1/2-, 2-, 2-1/2-, 3-,

and 3-1/2-feet with the differentials being recorded for the

air, reference, and height mancmeters for three tests at each

height. In all tests the lines to the bed height uuuuuaeters

were closed with the exception of the lin correspcnding to

the particular height of sand under coneideration. At the

conolusion of the third test for each of the bed heighte the

temperature of the fluidising air was recorded. After the

pressure drop over the various bed heights had been obtained

increasing the level of sand in the eolun, the esse procedure

was repeated decreasing the level by incremente of six inhes.

Three additional values were again recorded for the pressure

drop at each of the seven bed heights. The decrease in sand

level was accomplished by sucking out the 20 to 30-mssh sand

wdth a vacuum cleaner and a five-foot section of 1-inch

dianeter plastic tubing. After the pressure drope for the
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6•ineh bed height were obtained, the remaindor of the 20 to

30-neeh sand was sucked out of the column. This concluded the

pressure drop detemination for the 20 to 30-meeh send using

the lwineh diameter fluidization eolumn. Identieal teste

were performed on both the 30 to 50- am the 50 to 70·¤eeh

renges of the ottawa sand with the L-inch diameter column.

At the conclusion ef the tests on the l+—ineh diameter ooluznn,

identieal teste were pertormed on the uwe three rengee et

und using the 2-1nch diameter fluiuization columm
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{ata and Results

The data and results of this investigation are presented

on the following pages.

· Orifioe Calibgation. The calibration data for the 3/16-

inch orifice plate in the air line to the fluidizatin eolmn

is presented in Table II, page 63. Air flow rates and manch-

eter resdlngs are plotted in Figure L, Pßße 6h.

Density of Ottawa Sand. The data for the determinatien

of the abolute desity of the ottawe sand is presented in

Table III, page 65.

Particle Uiameter. The data for the deteunination of the

particle diameter of the ottawa sand by screen analysis and

by photographie analysis is presented in Tables IV and V,

pages 66 and 67.

Fgggtgn Voids. The experhhental data for the detensina-

tion of the fraction voids of the three ranges of ottewe 4

eand is presentd in Table VI, page 68.

Qggrationgl Data. The operational data for the tests

on the 2- and &•inch fluidisatlon columns is presented in

Tables VII end VIII, pages 69 and 70.

Ogggatgonel Variablen. Values for the air Velocity,

pressure drop, and fraotion voids for the three ranges of
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TABLE II

Calibration Data gg; 3[1b•in¤h Orifice Plate

gg ggg Line gg Fluidisation C01u¤¤

Test wet·teet Meter Time, Manoaster biaee Flow Rate

No Reading, Reading,

cu ft sec in. Hg lb/hr

1 1.0 63.1. 0.25 1..15

2 2.0 hl.9 0.50 6.28‘

3 3.0 63.8 1.00
8.25‘

I. l..0 I.6.1 2.00 11.1.0

5 5-0 36-1. 3-00 11.-1.0

7 7.0 5L..8 5.00 19.20

8 8.0 l.7.6 6.00 22.10

a Indicates values eonfimed in this investigation

Diekereon, vd. H.: Evaluation of the Coeffieieut of

Heat Transfer at the Heater·wal1 Boundary of an

Internally Heated Air•F1uidised Bed ef Aerooat

Craeking Catalyst. Unpublished B. Se. Thesis,

Library, Va. Poly. Inet., Blaokeburg, Va. (1953).
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TABLE V

Avergge Particle Diameter gg Ottawa cbanda

from Phoggrgghio gggggg

Particle Size, Partiele Diameter",

rush in.

20 to 30 0.0278

30 to 50 0.0191

50 to 70 0.0108

a Repreeente average of 20 values

Luttrell, R. S.: The Daterminatiou of the Mean
Partiole Diameter, Density, and Praction
Voids of Ottawa Sand. Unpublished B. Sc.
Thesis, Library, Va. Poly. Inet., Blaokeburg,
V$• (1-955%
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TABLE VI

Fraction Voids gg Ottawa Sggd

Sand Tube Bed Solide Cross·sectiona1 Fraotion
Size, Dianeter Height, weight, Area ot Veesel, Voids*,

Iußh in. ft lb sq Ii'. $

E to 30 2 0.5 1.].1. 0.0218 37.1

L 0.5 L.L9 0.0872 38.2

O 30 to 50 2 0.5 1.12 0.0218 38.7

L 0.5 l+.3l 0.0872 LO.7

50 to 70 2 0.5 1.07 0.0218 Ll.3

I. 0.5 l..16 0.0872 L2.7

a Repreeents average of three tests using 2- and £.··ineh
dianeter coluns

Luttrell, H. S.: The Detemination of the Haan Partielle
Disueter, Deneity, and Fraetion Vcide ot Ottawa Sand.
Unpubliehed B. Sc. Thesis, Library, Va. Poly. Inst.,
Blaeksburg, Va. (1955).
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ottewa sand using the 2- and &·inch fluiuization columns are

presented in {able: IX and X, pages 72 ana 73.

Dinensionlnsa Groups. The numerical values tor the

groups of the dimensionless equation are presented in Table XI,

pass 71+-
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TABLE IX

Pressure Urog, Fraction Voids, ggg gg Veloeijg

ggg ggg Fluidization gg Ottawa Sand

gg Two•inch Fluidization Colmn

Sand Bed Hsight, Air Pressure Drop, Fraetion Voids,
Size, Velocity,

usb ft tt/sec lb/sq tt dinenaionlese
0

N to 30 O-5 1-37 56-1 0-391
1-O 1-35 97-6 O-387
1-5 1-39 11-9-2 O-378
2-0 1-52 226-8 0-372
2-5 1-78 330-L 0-371
3-0 1-91• 1158-1- O-370
3-5 2-06 537-8 0-373

30 to 50 0-5 0-79 50-8 0-396
1-0 0-79 91--0 O-3®
1-5 0-93 11-8-1- 0-391-
2-0 1-15 200-3 0-383
2-5 1-18 258-6 0-398

, 3-0 1-27 303-7 0-382
3-S 1-39 I-ll--1 0-398

50 te 70 O-5 0-73 1-1-3 O-1-26
1-O O-79 93-1 O-l-26
105

2-5 l-15 231--7 0-1-19
3-0 1-17 287-7 0-1-19
3-5 1-35 365-3
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TABLE X

Pressure Drop, Fraction Voids, ing Velocity

E Ltg Fluidization Lg Ottawa Land

L1 Foux·—inch Fluicization Column

Sand Bed Height, Air Pressure Drop, Fraction Voids,
Size, Velocity,

mesh It ft/sec 1b/sq ft dimensionless

1.0 1.21 101.7 0.383
1.5 1.25 15u.6 0.388
2.0 1.39 221.5 0.385
2.5 1.hS 258.6 0.385
3.0 1.56 308.h 0.38h
3.5 1.57 366.2 0.385

30 to 50 0.5 0.61 50.9 0.406
1.0 0.56 100.7 0.hlO
1.5 0.6h 152.7 0.hll
2.0 0.63 201.8 0.hl2
2.5 0.66 251.ß O.h11
3.0 0.67 295.0 0.A12
3.5 0.7]. 3]•6•5 0•]•l2

50 t° 70 0.5 O·3h 39.8 o.b37
1.0 0.35 92•7 0•&3O

1.5 0.37 133.9 o.a29
2.0 0.38 185.9 O.k3l
2.5 0.A2229•93.5

0.52 322.6 0•h32
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Sample Calculntgggg

A sample ef each calculation made in this investigation

is presented on the follewiug pages.

Air Humidity. The humieity of the tluidizing medium was

determined from the wet and dry bulb temperature: of the air

at amospheric preeeure by means of a humidity chart(l). To

ealculate the humidity, an adiabatic curve was follcued from

the point at which the wet bulb ieothenn and saturation curve

intersected, to a point en the adiabatic cuzve corresponding

to the dry bulb temperature. A horizontal line freu this peint

intersected the humicity axis at the humidity of the fluidizing

air. The maximum humidity for the tests of this investigation

occurred at a wet bulb temperature of 56 °F and a dry bulb

temperature of 7Q °F. From the humidity chart the humidity

of the air wae found to be 0.006 pound of water vapor per

pound of dry air.
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Fluid Derzeit!. The value for the fluid deneity used
ne

this investigation was csleulated from the perfect gas law et

712 millimetsrs pressure md 72 °F:

Qt _ <P><r~=>' (RH?}

Qt
_ (xs/•q 1¤.)(2a.6)

(lb mol-/'R)(°R)

where:

Qf • deusity, lb/cu ft

P • bsrosxetric pressure, lb/eq im

M • molscular weight, 28.8

R • gas oonstant, 10.73 lb mol/°H

- T • absolute temperature, °R

D
_ Q1g.1§7Q28.8)

0.73 532

D
• 0.0691: lb/eu ft.
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Fluid Velocitz. The values of fluid velooity used in

this investigation were obtained through the use ot Figure

I., page 6l.. For a bed height of 2.0 feet using the 2-inch

dieneter fluidisation eoluun the air velocity through the

bed of 20 to 30··¤esh sand was:

uf , W
<(*«:$ZA$<26ooS

Uf . (lb/hl'!
(lb cu ft)(sq ft)(sec/hr)

where:

Uf = fluid velocity, ft/sec

N • weight flow of fluid, lb/hr

cf • density of fluid, 1b/cu ft

A • areaoItubo,sqft _

_ Uf (8.28)
(0•069l+)(0•02l85)(36OO)

Uf • 1.52 ft/sec.



Fluid yisccsitg. The fluid viscosity was calculated freu

handbook values(
52)

for various gases at one atnosphere pressure

and various temperaturss. Perry( 52) states that ninor devia-

tione from standard pressure have little effect upon the vis-

coeity of gases and so any effects encountered on the viscoeity

of the air in this investigation ae a result of lower operational

pressures were neglected. Thus, the value of fluid visccsity used

in this investigation was obtained for the average of the fluid

temperatures of Table VII, page 69, and Table VII.I, page 70, and

the use of the line coordinate chart from Perry°e Handbook(
52).

The fluid viscosity of air at 72 °F is as follewss

Ä:.
• 0.0179 centipoise

Ar,Af. _ **6*

Ä
Q fcentisgisez

fe centipoise lb tt-sec

where:
• fluid viecosity in netric units, centipoisefm

Ära ¤ fluid viscosity in English units, lb/ft-·eee

c
-

conversion factor from metric to Emglish units,
11,88 centipoise/lb/ft•ee¤

Af, . • 0.000012 1:>/re-¤•e„
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Pgicle Üensit;. The absolute deneity of the solid par•

ticles etudied in this investigation was determined by water

dieplacunent with a Hogarth specific gravity bottle. The cal·

eulation of the grsrticle density for the ottawa sand from

Table III, page 65, ie presented below.

Hl 1: sl x dl€x>
' wz -

w3(•l7¤2)

(JP . (ge:) 1 (lb/cu ft x cu ft/gs) x (lb/cu ft)
(gm) - (gn) x(1b/cu tt x cu ft/lb)

where:

6;,
• absolute density of solid particlee, lb/cu ft

Wl • dry weight of solide, gs

W2 • weight of water to fill gravity bottle at El, p

H3 • weight of water to fill gravity bottle at teu-
perature T2 minus weight of water displaced
by solid particles at T2; B!

T1 • 75 °F (UJ9736). Specific g1·evity,sl• t&k9¤ ät Tl-

Tg • 72 'F (0+9977/+). Specific g1·evity,s2, taken at T2}

6
_ <1¤.oovv><¤•<19v36><62.4.>

P (11+6.1367 - 112.3934+ x 0.997*/Üo.99736)

€p
• l66•l lb/cu ft. .



Particle Liameter. The weighted, geometrie mean, par-

ticle diameter was evaluated from screen analyees ot the

various solid particles in the investigation. The partiole

diuaeter for the 50 to 70·meeh range of ottawa sand from

Table Iv', page 66, ie illustrated below.

Y " Y
DP •• gl dpgl

Y · 1 ‘

Y " Y

Y ·· 1

where:

DP
• weighted, geometric mean psrtiole dianeter, im

y •· number of sieved components in the solide uixture

d
-

vd x d • geometric mean diameter ot component
Pu 1 2

retained on adjecent sieves having
apertures dl and dz, im

X • weight fraction of cloeely soreened material
retained between adjaeent sieves of a square
root•of·two series of sereens

DP • (5.42)(0.0l6l• x 0.0ll6)$
• x 0.0082)é +

(2.92)(0•0082 x 0.o0$8)ä

DP • 0.00980 in.
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Partiele Diameter gz Yhotograghic Angg[eie• The average

partiole size was also determined by photographie analysis on

the three ranges of ottawa eano using an enlargement ratio

of 29.5. From Table V, page 67, the partiele dienste: of the

50 to 70—¤eeh range of ottawa sand is presented.

\}(:.)(¤)(:1)(1-)
DQP 1T

D -
(d)(0.76)(in.)(in.)

P (6.1:.16)were: _
DP • average particle dianeter, in.

B • average breadth or width of the particlee
perpendicular to the longeet axis ot the
partielee, in.

’

L • average length of the partielee along the
longest axis of the partielea, in.

A C • eonstant, 0.76

D ·
(L)(0.76)(0.100)(0.0120)

P 3.1.1+16

DP - 0.0108 in.



Pressure Drop. The pressure drop across the fluidized bed

of 2G to 30•mesh ottaws sand for a bed height of 2.0 feet in the

lrinch fluiciisation column as shown in Table VIII, page _'?0, was cel-

culated es 1'ollowsx

12

(lb/cu ft) x (in. · in.)

(1:1. ru)

where:

cp • pressure drop across tluidized bed, lb/eq tt

H1 • reference manometer ditfercntial, imHgH2

• bed height uanometer difterential, im CClk

Lp
_ 62.3 X (13.6 X 3.21) -

(1.595 X 0.66)

12



graction Voide. The Iraction voide of a tluidised bed of

solid particlee at critical mass velocity was calculated es

ehem below for the 20 to 30—¤eeh range of ottawa sand in the

2-inch fluidization column, Table VI, page 68.

1. — (·‘ 2A6 -· ........“.’f....2 x 100
L

Q
·

(ft) · (lb/lb·cu !‘t—eq ft)

(1:)

where:

Q • traetion voide, volume per cent

L • bed depth, It

N • weight of solid particles in bed, lb

Qt •· absolute particle density, lb/ou ft

A
• eroeveectional area of column, eq ft

O
—

I I OOO 18€_(05) (11J:/1.666:: 2):100(0.6)

E • 37.1 per cent.
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Derivation of Cor:-elstion Eguation. To determine the

effects of particle size, tube diameter, and bed height on

· the pressure drop in a fluidized system a ciineneionless equa-

tion was derived by dimensional analysis. The variables

incerporated in the equation were:

‘D°• Dt- Dv {Or- fv/rv D· ß· Dv ‘“‘ €

where:

AP • pressure drop across fluidized bed, 1b/ft-sec/sec

U; • fluid velocity, !‘t/sec

DP ~ mean perticle diameter, ft

(Dt • fluid density, lb/cu ft

(J, • absolute particle density, lb/cu ft

/4:
• fluid viscosity, lb/ft—•ee

L • bed height, ft

g • gravitational eonetant, 32.18 1*t/
••c/see

Dt • tube dianeter, ft

E • fraetion voids, dimsnsionlees.
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Equating the variables of the system in exponential for:

to an unknown dimensionless number,Ä,a

. b c d e I g h „ 1A • (AP) (dp (bp) (ff) (fl) (,4,-J (1-) (e) (bt) (5)

where:

e, b, e, d, e, I, g, h, and i • expenente, dimensionleem

Writing the equation in dineneionlees Iem and eubetituting

fundamental units,

0 - (111-**0**)* (1-¤·1)° (1-)·= (01-*3)* (10-·3)• (H1-"l®°1)‘

- 1(1-)* (116 2)" (1-)

The am of the exponente for each d1mens1on are equated for

eeeh eide of the dimensionleee equat-ion,

H • O • e + d + e + I

L
•

OsO

• O“·2& ·b ···f -2h

Since there are nine variables having dimeneions, and there are

three dimeneione, the exponents of nine minue three, er eix,

variablee ot the equation will be 'eeleeted Ior eelving the
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ruaaining three •xpo¤ents• Renee, eolving in terms of 2, 2,

2, 2, Q, and K, the relaticmahips of 2, _h_, and Q are

d
-

·a —e -I

h • ··a -b/2 •I/2

i
-

·a -b/2 ·c -3I/2 •g

Subetituting the valuee for the exponente ot the dinensional

variables into equatien (5), page 85,

a b e ·a—e•I • I gA ·
(AP) tv,) wp) tg,) $,0,) $/1,) (L)

(8) -a-b/2·t/2 (Dt) -a—‘¤/2-e·3:/2-;

The variables o! like exponenta may be grouped in the

Iolloving manner:

bA3/2

t .

Since the Iraetion voide, _§._, are dimensionlees, this variable

may be added to the other variables of equation (6) at this



stage. Inasnmch as Lg has been des5;tr1¢:ted as some zmkncwn, equa-

tien (6), page 86, may bc rewzritten as fellows:

m n e p rU(-il;-DB-> ·· k(·-—-Ä-—-) (BD-B) (gg-) (-—··(—((-{-—-575) (Bl!-) E' (7)
Ü t p Vgut 1 r (Ü! Y? ut 1.

where:

Ap
-

AP/3, lb/eq rt y
k • eonstant factor ot proportionality, dimensionlees

¤ • b/a

n • e/a y
o -

•/a

P • f/a

.r · de «

g§sie of Varisnce. The for:. used for the analysis ot

varisnos ot the experimental observations in this investigation

was the gplit-glet analysis. _The slgebraic solution ot this

method ot analysis is presented in the acccmpanying table.



~
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In Table X11, any number of variables of classification,

A, any mmbsr of variables of classification, Q, end any mmber

_of *'repeate•• or replicatione, Q, nsy bs emplcyed in the analysie

by extending the ncuenclature to cover the desired number of

variables. when the tables are set up as shown and the sms

of the various mus and coluaxns are calculsted, the following

ten etepe are required to calculate the suu of equares to be

ueed in the analysis of variancm



(1* ° * TF? ‘
22 *1..

(2) Botwssn A classification ··
SA

- ·- c
rb

(3) Botwssn Rspllcaticns •· SR cab

2 2 2
ze.) Total o

b
é xgsk

(6) Botwssn B classifications • 5B • .*5:}......... — sar
a b
2 212

1-1 k•1 Lk(7) '*‘°*·*l (W) ' $·r.A.a. " -——-;·-·-— * °
(8) **8 " sm ' S•r.A.ß. 'SA 'SB

9 Total • ST • i • o< > ° 2 2 2
1-1 j•1 k•1 lux

(10) Error (o) • sE_B_ • sr -
6-,-_A_

· sg - sm

Whsn tho ams of squarsa sro caloulatod, tho following analysis

of variancs table is sst up for tho dotsrmination of ths sxpsri-

nsntal [ valu•••



·91·TABLEXIII

Angyus ggVarianoo8our¤•

dt 8.8 14.8.

A s—1 S •2•8 /( -1) •2/ 2A A A
‘

A °•

B•tv•m Ropa x·-1

SRError

aA
A

aError

(b)Total ub · 1 ST

tuner, C. I.: Sinplitiod Conputationa for Multipla
Rogrouion, Vs. Poly. Imst., Blacksburg, Va.,
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The final step in the procedure ia the comparison of

the experimental Q values with the values from the computed

tablee at the chosen level of aignificance for the appropriate

number of degrees of freedom.

In this investigation the tube size was designated as the

A variable of classification, the bed height was designated es

- the Q variable of classification, and the sand size was chosen

· aa the replications. with the variables in this arrangement the

split•plot tables were computech
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The level et eignifieanee ehosen in the investigation

wae Q equal to O•05• Theretore, in the following table the

experimental g values are eompared with the [ values from

eonputed table:. _
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TABLE XVI

Cmagarieon gg erimental Comguted jfl Value;

Variable Experimental FO_2E from Rourke

E Value Coxoputed Tables

Tube Diametor 2.708 FO_95(1,2) • 18.5 Not
Signifieeut

Send Size 1;.176 !’0_95(2,.J)
-

19.0 Not
Siguificant

Bed Height 109.810 F¤_95(6,2I;) •· 2.51 Signiticent

A x B
Interaction 2.705 F0_95(6,21;)

··
2.51 Signiticant
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Evaluation of §gnation Unknownm Yrior to the evaluation

of the mmnerical values for the exponents of the groups of the

dimensionlees equation it was necessary to place the di¤e¤sion-

lees equation (7) in the following general form:

t
·-

ba + blll + b2X2 + BBX3 (6)

where:

I • dependent variable

b° • numerical conetant
‘ bl, bz, b} • unknown coeffloiente

11, X2, X3 • experimental quantitiee„

Therefore, equation (8) ie the general form for a system of

one dependent variable, 1, and three independent variablee,

äe

The matrix of equation (8) ie ealculated by obtaining the

eume of equares and euae of products of the experinental quan-

titiee and arranging the natrix ln the following form



~
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After completirxg the calculatione fer each row of the

Doolittle procedureuo), the term indicated in the check colusm

is couputed and eompared with the or EE- tem associated

with it. If these terms do not agree within one of the last

two deczlmal places, a mistake has been made and the last row

should be checked before proceeding„

The test for regreesion due to all the variables of the

b
system is cmzputed with the aid of the following table of

analyeisa



V -1;;;..

TABLE XVII

Analysis gg Variancc gg; Hsgygssiog

Source u¤g:·•‘• of Sum of Mssn Sum of [
Freedom Square: Squsrss

I- 21:..221 MRHegx~•ssion(R)5 lyy Ay,

5R••1du•l(S)n • 5 AW n
_

5 v

Total n • l ay,

Kramer, C. Y.: Simplified Conputations for Multiple
B•;x·•ss;L¤¤, Va. Poly. Inst., Blacksburg, Va.,
Ap·1. Exp:. su. 1z•p¤x•:. (195k).
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If [ is net significant, one independent variable et the eystu

nust be elimineted from the matrix (9) and the E re-evalueted.

If the E value is eignificent for (5, :1-l) degrees of treedeen,

the unknown eeeffieients may be oomputed:

**6 ' 857* bz. ' **/.1 · **6%- **3 • Ba: · bzßaa · b5B35•

· bz ¤ Bä•b3B23•b“B2h•b5B25, bl * B1,•b2Bl2•b3Bl3•bhBlL•bbBl5,

u,The

tem et the disnensionlese equatiou (7) een be plaoed

inte the form ef equatien (8) by taking the legaritln ot equa-

tion (7). The deneity group cannot be included in the expression

einoe the group doee not very ever the _:g:_ ebeervetions. Table

XVIII eentaine the logarittmio values fer the groupe ef the

dineneienleee equatien where L ie the values ter the pressure

drop group, X1 the values for the velecity group, X2 the values

tor the partiele dianeter group,
fi

the values tor the bed

height group,
E

the values tor the traetiou voids group, and

fi
the values for the viseeeity group.



~
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From Table XVIII the values for the aums ot equares and

zum of products fer the variables of the system were deter-

mined to be ae follovsz

Y 168-918 YX1 -260
-
855,236

X1 -61+-3l•0 IX2 -5S0.255,236

X2 -11-1--732 Y13 152 . I-17
-
lül

X3 36.821- YXA -270
-
789

-
1+08

XA -67-35h IX} -750-033,218

1} -186.102 xlxz 219
-
599, l8l•

u

s lg 5lJ--578,316 X113 -58-158, 510

xi 36-l•0l-,276 111;* 103-007-836

xi 108-O3!-,022 X11} 287-016, 560

lg 826-839,762 x2x3 -125-766,1-82

1311 ·58-979, 559 121;* 232 .300, 639

131} -16k-627,61-1- xzxs 639
-
539-712

‘ 9
X11} 298-378,87h I2 681--072,638

xi 101.626,54-h
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The tens of the nstrix are cslculeted using the veluee

tor the ume ot equsres und emu ut products ot the experi-

nentel quentitiem

( " 2
n 4: 2E11

>.11 - glzqy 3.063.792
cf:

I1 I1
“aßélxidt‘

·
·

I l 1-
1.2 34; 11

219-599,18l. · -
-2•ll6,L56
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The reneinins g terms of the matrix are calculeted fron the

ems of equsres end mms of products and the enploynent of the

equstione of page 99,

alb ··0,172,077 aha 0,020,658

el, 1,926,020 aus -0,066,699

ezz 15,831,8l,S 1155 2,221,831

A23 1,129,021 sl, -2,088,%+8
gzb 0,198,755 nä 1,836,191
ezs -1,767,779 **3, l,,31»6,27!•

saß I,,118,296 sw 0,098,757

53h 0,073,862 aß, -1,557,561
n35 -1,l•60,500 lr, l••7O8,57!,

H3 -1,767,650

Subetituting the terms of the matrix in their proper position

und obtaining the um of each row including the terse ouitted
I

due to symetry of the utrix, the following celculatione are

obtainedx
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TABLE 111
A

Test Lg; Qigggficanca gf_ Rcgresaion Variablg:

Source dt Sum of Square: Haan Sum ofSquaruRlßfllll-OB

5 lp , Ü•917,3

271,Koaidual36 0•l2l/(86 O•003,382

Total kl
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with the unlmuwn values ot the dimeneionlees equation (7)

evaluated, the final form of the equation becoaesx

Y • 3•l?l+ · 0.186111 + 0,03912 + l•0l7X3 · 0.29711))

+ 0.l5lX5

where: V,

Y • log &p/ {Illu, dimeneionleus

I1 • leg 11;/ vg Dt, dimeneionleee

12 • log DP/Dt, dimensicmless

X3 • log dimeneionlees

1))
•‘ log 6 , dimensianleee

X5 • log/{(£/ ffgl/ZD;/2, dimensionleeu
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IV. DISCUSSION

The results obtained during the performance of this V

investigation are discussed, recommendations for future work

are presented, and the limitations imposed upon the investi-

gation are stated in this section.

Discussion of Results

The discussion of results deals with the fluidisation

eolusn construction, analytical procedure, crifiee calibra-

tion, experisuental procedure, qualitative observations, quan-

titative observstions, dimensionless pressure drop equstion,

analysis of varisnce, statistical regression, and application

of developed diuensionless equation.

Fluidisation Column Construction. The fluidization

colunns used in this investigation were constructed of 2- and

I.-inch dianeter copper tubing. The cost ef comercial glass

pyrex colunns made their use prohibitive for the purposes of

this investigation. The copper fluidization column proved to

be very satisfactory for the pressure drop determinations at

the seven bed heights. The use of copper construction for the

columns was belisved to be advantageous froxa the sssembly

etandpoint. However, the dissdvantage of the use of copper
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construction was in making visual observations and expansion

neasurements„ Meesurements of ted height in the columns were

made with a 1/L-inch rod probe• The use of the probe to

measure the bed heights of sand in the column was believed to

be both efficist and accurate for the purposes of the investi-

gation. Had glass construction been employed, the measurement

of bed expansion could have been made concurrent with the

pressure drop measurements at the critical mass velocity. As

it was, glass fluidiuation colmns were substitutsd for the

copper colunns for these msasurements• At the sans time,

the qualitative observations of channeling and slugging were

obtained on the glass oolumns.

Analvtical Procedure. The method of procedure used

for the determinstion of the absolute density of the solid

particles, the mean particle dianster, the fraction voids,

and the huidity of the fluidising medium are considered in

the following paragraphs.

V Absolute Density of Solid Particles„ The absolute

densities of the three ranges of ottaxa sand were deter-

mined by water displacement using a Hogarth specific

gravity bottle(65). Prior to the measurement of the

water displaced, the sand was placed in a hal£—filled
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bottle of water and boilsd for ons hour to expel air

from the pores of the sand. Duplicate tests were made

on the three rangee of sand and the absolute density

taken es the average of all individual values. The

nunerical value for the absolute density frm this

investigation was found to very only 0.A per cent from

the value ealeulnted by Lastovica(66).

Particle Size. The numerical value for the diameter

of the ottawa send used in this investigtion was det•r·

nined frau the average of the san diameters by screen

and photographie analyses. The sand diametere for the

20 to 30-, 30 to 50-, and the 50 to 70·mnsh ranges of

ottawa sand as dstermined by the weightsd, geometrie

nenn, procedure were found te bo apprexdmately 9.9,

16.2, and 9.9 per cent, respectively, lower than the

values from the photographie analysis. Refernce is

made tc Tables IV and V, pages 66 and 67, for the cm-

parison of the particle diametera by the two methods.

lt is noted that the values for the sand diametere by

the weighted, geomstric mean, procedure are dependent

primarily upon the sieve aperture and sieve ratio, while

the photographie analysis procedure includes the physical



shape of the sand particles. Lastovica(66) has deter-

mined the shape factor of ottawa sand to be 1.37 based

on a sphere having a shape factor of 1.00. Therefore,

it is helieved that the physical shape of the ottawa

sand is the primary reason for the deviatione of the

two procedures. However, no quantitative figures are

available for the exact deviations of the two pro-

cedures for particle diameter as a result of particle

shape factor.

Fraction Voice. Determinatione of fraction voids

were made on the three ranges of ottawa sand in Z- and

&·inch columns. Results, Tables IX and X, pages 72

and 73, show that the fraction voids increased 5.0 per

cat with increase in column diameter anc 6.0 per cent

with uecrease in particle size. This was in agreement

with the work of Lastovica{67). The increase in the

fraction voice with decrease in particle diaseter is

due to the esse with which finer particles fluidize.

Fluidization has been shown to occur first at the

upper surface of a bed of solide and along the wall

of the column(36). Therefore, the increase in the

fraction voids with increase in vessel diameter may

be attributed to the influence of increased “wall
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ef£ect“, or surface area, on fluidization. This would

indicate that an increase in wall surface area would

increase the fractien voids. Since only three ranges of

sanc were employee in the investigation, no trends as to

fraction voids coulu be predicted. However, observatione

on the ranges used showed erratic deviationa freu larger

to smaller particle size and smaller to larger tube

diameter. The maximum ueviation in particle size and

tube diameter occurred between the 30 to SO-mesh and the

S0 to 70·meeh rangee of sand and was evaluated to be

2.6 per cent.

Air Humiditx. The maximum huidity ef the air in

the tests of this investigation was determined to be

0.006 pound of water vapor per pound of dry air. Prior

to passing the air into the Iluicization column, it was

dried in a chamber filled with indicating drierite,

Figure 2, page A7. Since the color of the drierite did

not change completely from blue to red during the experi-

mental tests, no attempt was made to regenerate the dry~

ing agent. Visual observatione at the cnelueion of the

pressure drop oeterminations showed no eigne of particle

agglomeration es a result of moisture content. There-

fcre, the value for the humidity of the fluidizing air
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used in this investigation was detemined at the con-

clusion ot the experimental tests and represented the

xaaxinuu humidity at any time in the investigation.

Orifice Calibration. The 3/l6·inch oritice plate in
the.

air line to the fluidization system was calibrated originally

by Dickersonw). A large capacity wet test meter was used tor

this calibration with a range of zero to six inches of mercury

covered. In this investigation, however, the range of avail-

able wet test meters was only from zero to one inch ot mercury.

Therefore, the curve ot Dickereonw) was used in this investi-

gation by extrapolation of the curve to cover the higher rangee

uaployed. It is believed that only elight error was introduced

into the velocity calculatione es a result of extrapolating

the calibration curve since the curve fomed a straight line

above nanoueter difterentials of two inches ot mercury. Flow

rates of 1/2- and 1-inch of mercury were used in this investi-

gation to contlrm the curve of Dickersorxw). The flow rates

calculated et these two values agreed exactly with the cor-

rssponding values from the calibration curve.

grimexxtal Procedure. Consideration of the experi-

mental procedure includes the critical nass velocity and

the method of solide charging.



Critical hess Velocity. All experimental tests in

this investigation were conducted at the critical mass

velocity of the fluidizing air. The primary reason for

operation at the critical mass velocity was that at this

Velocity the maximum pressure droy is obtained over the

Various bed heights. lt was believsd that if a dimension-

less eeuation were to be developed ccrrelrting pressure

drop with the other variables of a fluidized system it

would be most effective if the pressure drop values

correlated were the mailman values obtained. Hence, it

was decided to operate all tests at the critical mass

Velocity rather than at some other velocity. The second

consideration in relation to critical mass Velocity is

its Variation with the other physical variables of the

system. After the critical mass velocity is reached, it

becomes extremely difficult to determine accurately the

pressure drop over the system due to violent fluctua·

tion of the pressure drop manometers. Therefore, opera-

tion at velocities above the critical mass Velocity was .

rulsd out. The critical mass Velocity is not a constant

value, but varies with vsrietion in particle diamcterähß).

Miller and Logwinuk(“3) further state that the critical
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mass Velocity would have to fulfil certain requirements.

The selected velocity would have tc be high enough to

cause bed expansion at large bed heights, and low enough

to prevent elugging at low bed heights. In a similar

manner, the pre·determined constant velocity would have

to be some value which would not cause slugging with fine

particles and insufficient bed expansion with large par-

ticles. Likewise, similar variation of tube diaeter

ould also have to be considered. It was believed that

the selection of a constant velocity to fulfil these

conditions was unlikely, and, therefore, all tests were

conducted at critical mass Velocity. This selection

eeant that the critical mass Velocity would not be a

conetant in the system, but, instead, a depsndent vari-

able. However, operation at the critical mass Velocity

would further mean that exact replication of the experi-

netal tests could be achieved if desired. This is

true since the critical mass velocity would be conatant

for a particular bed height, a particular particle size,

and a particular tube diamater provided the fluidized

solid and fluidizing mediun remained cnetant.
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Method of Solide Charggng. In this investigation

the level of sand in the fluidization column was changed

by adding or removing sand from the top ot the column.

ln order to prevent an deviation in pressure drop over

a bed of sand as a result of particle packing, all bed

heights of sand were "slugg•d" and allowed to settle to

a loose pecked bed prior to pressure drop detenuination.

Therefore, an effects on bed density as a result of the

distance the oharged sand tell from the top of the column

as it was poured into it were eopensated for by slugging

each bed of sand. The level ot the loosely packed bed of

sand was, however, slightly greater than the level before

slugging in all cases. This introduced an error ot the

height of the beds of sand before each pressure drop

deternination was made. However, these errors due to

expansion were eliminated when the critical nass velocity

was obtained, tor at that velocity maximn bed expansin

occurred.

Qualitative Obeervagione. The qualitative obeervatione

made in this investigation deal with the slugging ot solid par-

ticlee, the channeling through the beds of solid particles, and

the solids entrainment.
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gggggggg. Since all experimental obaervations

ers performed at the critical mass velocity, no slug·

ing occurred during the performance of the pressure drop

detenninaticns. Hau slugging occurred during the per-

formance of the tests, wide fluctuation would have

I developed on the pressure drop manmeters.

Channeling. Since all beds of sand were “slugg•d"

p prior to the pressure drop determinations to produce

loosely packen beds, the fonmation of channels through

the bed of eclids was quite unlikely. Visual obaerva·

tions of bed expansion at critical mass velocity failed

to show any evidence of channeling for the three sand

sizes and two tube diameters at the various bed heights.

Solide Egtragggent. The experimental tests were

conducted with no appreciable solids entrsinnent. At

the conclusion of thc tests for each particle size and

each vessel diameter, the solids collected in the

cyclone separater were removed. In all cases, less

than 0.1 per cent of the “tines“ of each particle

range entrained. However, since the bed height was

meaeured prior to each pressure drop detersdnation, the

loss of solids was coupesated for when the height of

the bed of sand was increased.
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Quantitative Observations. The quantitative obssrvations

nude in this investigation deal with the pressure drop, frac-

tion voids, bed expansion, and mass velocity.

Pressure Dggp. wilhelm and Kweuk(63) hexe reported

that the height of the bed of solide has very little

effect on an variable except the pressure drop through

the bed. In their investigation it was determined that I

the pressure drop through the bed of solide was directly

proportional to the pressure drop per unit initial height

of the bed. In this investigation the peesure drop per

unit initial height of sand was found to deviate approxi-

mately 10 per cent for the 20 to 30- and 50 to 70·mesh

range of the ottawa sand. However, good agreement with

the work of Wilhelm and Kwauk was obtained with the 30

to 504¤•sh range of sand for the two vessel dieaeters

used. The static pressure drop was found to increase

as a whole number multiple of the pressure drop for the

nix-inch bed of sand. In the case of the 20 to 30-mesh

range the deviations were low, whereas with the 50 to

70-mesh range the deviations were approximately 10 per

cent high. Coneideration of the effects of particle

diameter on the pressure drop throgh the eysten will

be diecussed later.
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nariu and Molstab(2l) concluded that the total

pressure drop across fluidized beds was the sun of a

pressure drop due to gas flow and a solide pressure

drop consieting of a solide static head, a solide frac-

tion loss due to contact between the solide and tube

wall, and an acceleration pressure drop. In this

investigation, the total pressure drop at critical

mass velocity was found to be eseentially equal to the

solide static head, or the weight of solid particles

in the fluidisation vessel diviuec by the cross·sec-
‘

tional area. The actual pressure drop values were

found to be from five to ten per cent higher than the

solide static hed for all three rangee of material

studied. Laetovicaiéß) in hie investigation also found

that positive deviations of approximately five per cent

were obtained depending on the material under considera•

tion. In this investigation the pressure drops for the

2·inch fluidisation column were found to exceed those

for the b·inch column.
Leva(37) states that the pres·

sure drop through packed beds was believed to be caused

chiefly by expansion and contraction of the fluid paseing

through the bed voids. Since the fraction voids in the

2—inch diameter bed was found to be less than that of the
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L-inch diameter bed, the fluid passing through the smaller

bed would encountsr more resistance than in the larger

bed, hsnce, a greater pressure drop. The naxinum pres-

sure drop for the two columns occurred over the 20 to

30—mesh range of sand with proportioal decreases as

the 30 to 50· and the SO to 70·mesh ranges of sand were

employed.

Fraction Voids. Leva(ho) states that the fraction

voids increase with decrcasing particle size. Tests of

this investigation confinmed this fact, but failed to show

any definite relationship between the increase in voidage

with decrease in particle size. The increase in fraction

voids with decrease in particle size can be attributed to

the sass with which fluidizaticn ie obtained as the size

an weight of the individual particles decreases. Tests

on the fraction voids for loose~packed beds and expauded

beds at critical mass velocity showed that the fraction

voids increassd as the vessel diameter was increased for

a constant bed height. The reason for this, "wall effect",

has previously been discuseed. This increase in voidage

eonfirns the results of Lastovica(67) for experimental

determinations using ottawa sand ae the fluidized solid

and air as the fluidizing medium.
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Bed dgpansion. Tests of this investigation failed

to establish any definite relationship between the degree

of bed expansion at critical mass vclocity. The values

for bed expansion for all bed heights in 6~inch increments,

Tables IX and X, pages 72 und 73, showed no definite mul-

tiple increase for the expansion of the reference six·

inch bed. For enaller bed heights the expansion was con•

stant or shoued very little increase. AB greater bed

heights were used, the expansion of bds increased up

to 200 per cent in excess of expected values as a result

’ of "wall effect". The influence of “wall effect" was

noted further in that the expansion for beds of sand in

the 2•i¤ch column was, in all cases, greater than the

expansion for the corresponding bed heights using the

A-inch column. One source of experimental error in the

expansion measurements was due to the wide fluctuations

of the upper surface of the beds of sand. Even at the

critical mass Velocity, with no evidence of slugging in

the beds, the upper surface of the sand beds was dif-

ficult to measure accurately es a result of the pulea•

tions of the finer sand particlee. As a result, errors

of from 1/L- to l/2·inch were possible in recording the

bed expansicne.
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Cgitical blass Velocity. The values for the critical

mass velocity were observed to be considerably higher for

the pressure drop determinations on the 2-inch diametsr

colunn than on the l.·inch column. This would be necessary

to overccme the greater resistance of the sxaaller dianetsr
A

tube. Tables IX and X, pages 72 and 73, show that the

ratio of the mass velocitiee for the 2- and lrinch

dieneter coluuns increase as the sand size and bed

height is increased„ Miller and Logwinuk(u‘) state

that la 300 per cent increase in the height of the bed

ef solide did not appreciably effect the critical mass

velocity• Examination of Tables IX and X, pages 72

and 73, show this to be essentially true for bed

heights up to 200 per cent increase, but above 200

per cent increase in bed height the critical nass

velocity shows e narked increase with increase in bed

height. Horeover, Ziiller and Lcgwinuk(u‘) in their

investigation failed to include the tube dianeter ae s

possible variable in the fluidization system. Results

of this investigation clearly show that for a constant

particle size and constsnt bed height, the critical mass

velocity increases ae the tube diameter is decreased

from 1, to 2 inchee.
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Dimensionless Pressure Drop Eauation. Pressure drop

was correlated with the important variables in fluidization

by means of equation (7), page 87, which was developed hy

dimensional analysis. The final form of the dimensionless

equation contained the following dimensionless groups:

cm€rD+.
(aß; Dt Dt (1 Ü Dt

· The unknown exponents and dimensionless constant of equation

(7) were evaluated through procedures of statistical regr•s•

sion. Convenience of calculation and evaluation of the

unknown quantitiee required the conversion of the above

groups (ll) to the following general tone:

Y I b° Ö Ö Ö Ö • • •

lThislogarithmic form of equation (7) was the eonvenient form

for calculation since the magnitude of the Q and Q terms was

between :,5. with the evaluated p tenas eubetituted into

Y ~ 3.173 · 0.18611 + 0.03912 + 1.01713

~ 0.297Xh + 0.15115 (13)
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No attesapt was made in the development of the dimensionless

equation (7) to combine or prearrange amr terms incorporated

into the equation. Several attempts were required to obtain

the dimensionless grouping of variables. In the final arrange-

ment it was necessary to solve in terms of the viscosity

exponent in order to prevent the values of the viscoeity

group from being of the magnitude of
108.

In the statistical

procedure for the evaluation of the equation unknowns it was

necessary to eliminate the ft group from the final equa-

tion for reasons to be discusssd later. Since the fraction

voids term, _§·_, is dimensionless it was not necessary to

include it in the preliminary steps of the equation develop-

ment. Had it been included originally the dimensione of the

term, IELIB, would have canceled when the aum of the exponente

for each dimension were equnted. For this reason, it was only

necessary to include the fraction voids term when the other

terms of the equation were correlated. The observed and cal-

culated values for the dimensionless groups xiers checked by

means of equation (13). Using equation (13)) the average

deviation of observed from calculated values was found to be

0.5 per cent for the Q values. This resulted in an average

deviation of 6.0 per cent for the values of pressure drop

throughout the range of operation. Equation (13) was used
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to checlg the pressure drcps cbserved by Lastov:|.ca(67) over
‘

bede of cttawa send in 2- and I.-inch coluans at variable nass

velccity. Computed pressure drop values were 19 and 20 per „

I cent higher for the 2- and h•:Lnch colamns, respectively. How-

ever, it is believed that auch disagreemsnt is justified in

~ as much es the particle size used by Lastovica was not within

the limits of this investigation. · _
I

Lnggsis of Vgianee. The phases of the analysis of «

variance considered are the variables of classification, the

level ef significanoe, the significant variables of the system, VI
and the siyaifidant interaction. {

·
Variables of Classification. The variables of

I

classification considered were the bed heights, tube

. diamsters, and the particle sizes. These were the

„ independent variables of the fluidized system. Ne _

attuspt was made to include the critical nass velocity

in the analysis of variance since it was a dependent
L

variable similar to the pressure drop. Had a fourth

variable, such as solide density, been investigated,

the split-plot method of analysis would have been

unsatisfactory for the four variable systm. A four -
by four latin square analysis would have been satis- _

factory in this instance. with the use of the
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split·plot analysis, Table XII, page 88, any number of

observations is possible for each variable of classifica•

tion. however, through the application of statistical
l

analysis the number of observations required to prsdict

the significant variables of the system is usually

reduced considerably.

~ Level of Eiggificance. In an analysis of variance

it is usually stated that the hypothesie (of equal mean

values among groups ot a system) will be rejscted if a

value of a statistic occurs which, if the hypothesis were

true, would be expected only rarely(1o). In short, the

chance of a variable being considered significant when

it is really ggg significant can be determined prior to

the analysis of variance. The level ot significance,

gg) is a measure, therefore, of the chance that will be —

permitted for rejection of a hypothesis when it is really

true. An alpha of 0.05 was used in this investigation.

This means that the chance penmitted for a variable

proving significant when it is not significant is five

per cent. In the analysis of variance, Table XV,

page 95, the experimental E value for bed height was

109.81, while the value for second order interaction

was 2.705. The fact that both values were algnificant,
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the first value being considerably larger than the second,

does not necessarily mean that the chance of error in the

seller value is greater than that in the larger value.

Actually, there are five chances in one hundred that both

terms are really not significant. As the numerical value

of alpha decreases, es from 0.05 to 0.01, the value of E

from the computed tables increnses, as from h.28 to 8•L7

for (6,6) degrees of freedom. This would, therefore,

reduce the chance of an experimental E value exceeding

E9;22
fro the computed tables if it were not really

significant.

öggnificant Variablen of Systems. Bed height was

determined to be the only significant independent vari-

able of the fluidisation system. The fact that bed height

proved significant means that it causes the major variation

in the pressure drop observations for the system. This

agrees with the work of hilhelm and Kwauk(63) who state
‘

that be height is the only experimental variable having

any great effect upon the pressure drop over the system.

This does not imply that variaticn in bed diameter or

particle size does not produce variation in the pressure

drop. Dixon and Massey(lO) state that observation

variance is caused not only by differences in variables
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of classification, but also by the population Variance

and by experimental errors. No infersnce can be drawn

from the numerical E values for particle diameter or

bed diameter. Since these two variables did not prove

eignificant it may only be concluded that the pressure

drop variation due to Variation of these variables is

not as great as that due to changes in bed height.

Siggggicant Interaction. The fact that the 1nter·

action between bed height and tube diameter was sig·

nificant implies that the mean values of the groups

were more disperse than was expected when the effects

due to bed height and tube diameter were removed

separately. Eixon and i~:assey(1O) list several factors

that may cause the significent interaction: (l) there

is no interaction but a value has been cbtained and

declared eignificant, (2) the two variables are

producing effects together which they would not pro-

duce alone, and (3) another uncontrolled factor is

of sufficient importance to include in the experiments.

Since an alpha of 0.05 was selected, the chance of

number (1) happening is five per cent of the time.

The use of alpha as 0.01 would have produced no inter—

action ae the value from the computed tables ie
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3.68 as compared with the experimental E value of

2.705. If the bed height anc tube diamster were pro-

ducing effects together that they would not produce

ssparately, there is no assurance that the interaction —

is due entirely to this factor. As for number (3)

above, it is believed that this factor is the least

likely to be producing the interaction in es much as

nearly all possible variables that could be included

in the fluidized system were included. Of course, it

‘is entirely possible that effects from one or more of

these reasons are combining to produce the interaction

(between the variables.

Statistical Begression. The phases of the statistical

regression considered in this investigation are the variables

of classification, computational proedure, significance of

system variables, and the evaluation of the equation unknwns.

Uariables of Classification. Five independent

variables of classification were considered in this

investigation. The algebraic set-up of the statistical

regression procedure permits the correlation of any

number of variables. However, computational procedures

bscoe extremely time-consuming when the number of

inüßpéüdüßt variables exceeds six.



Computational Procedure• The deteumination of the

unknown quantities through statiatical regression depends

upon the variation of the experimental observations from

the mean of the observations. since the density group of

”
the original squation was a constant for all tests, it

could not be included in the statistical regreesion as a

constant has no variance. To evaluate the exponent of the

density group, the group would have to be varied by employ•

ing two or more solid materials or two er more fluidizing

media.

The uoolittle computational procedure handled the

five variable system of this investigation quite well.

Satisfactory checks were obtained for each line of the

computational procedure as it progreseed. extreme care

was necessary in computing the aums of squares and sums

of products of the observations of the experimental data.

Mietakes encountered in the evaluation of the matrix -

terms usually show up in the computatione of sach line

of the Doolittle procedure. The diagonal terms of the

calculation represent a sum of squaree BDG therefore ca

never contain a negative quantity•
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Sgggggicsnt Variables of ägstem. The analysis of

variance tor regression, Table XIX, page 108, shows that

regression due to all the variables of the system was

signitieant. This means that all groups involved in the

developed equation were important enough to be included.

The fact that the experimental E value exceeded greatly

the value ot
Egzgi

(5,36) from the computed tables does

not mean that the equstien is highly significant, but

only that the variables ggg significant.

Lvalustion of heuation Unknowns. The unknown quan-

tities of the equxtion were evaluated by the relationship!

of page 109. The numerical value for the g terms were

evaluated to six decimal places. However, since slide
l

rule, rather than autematic calculator will nermally

be used tor computations, the values for the E terms

were rounded off to three decimal places.

Agglication of Developgg gguation. Equation (13) was

applied to pressure drop observations of Lastovioa(67) tor

2- sd L-inch diameter beds of 7 to 30-mesh ottswa sand;

Positive pressure drop deviations of 19 and 20 per cent

were obtained tor the 2- end A-inch diameter tubes, respec-

tivsly. Two rsssons are possible for the disagreement.:
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first, the 7 to 30-meeh range of ottawa sand used hy Lastovica

was larger than the limiting range of this investigation; gec-

ondly, the pressure drops obeerved by Lastovica were in the

fluidisation range proper and were, therefore, lover than the

values at critical mass velocity„ For proper operation, equa-

tion (13) must be applied at the critical mass velocity for

tube rangee from 2 to L inches for particle sises of ottawa

send from 2D to 70-mesh„ Attempts to apply the developed

equation at veseel diameters below 2 inches, specifically

1 inch and 7/l6•inch, resulted in positive deviations of

BL6 and k38 per cent, respectively. These calculations,

though inconclusive, sem to indicate that as the tube

diameter approaches 2 inchee the pressure drop deviatione

become less pronounced•
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Recommendations

The following recommendations are presented for further

study on the pressure drop through fluidized systems.

Po1;ethglene Columns. Since the construction of the copper

fluidisation columns did not permit the visual observation of

bed expansion, columna of transparent polyethylene should be

constructed prior to future pressure drop determinations. Such

construction would permdt the use of side leads for determining

the pressure drop at increments along the colun axis.

Investigation of Other Haterisls. Additional tests should

be made using different materials in the particle range from

20 to 70~mesh. Such tests would give further indication as to

the validity of equation (13). It is recommended that the

selection of other materials be auch as to cause wide varia-

tion in the 61. group of the dimsnsionless equation. In

this way, the variables of the system could be changed to

include particle density instead of bed height which has

already been shown to be significant. Such materials, with

their absolute densities expressed in pounds per cublc foot,

are: sovabead fines, 139.2; tubular alumina, 238.8; and

superbrite glass beads, 179.5.
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Bed height. Since disagreement was obtained with the

results of Miller and Logwinuk(kL) in relation to the effects

of bed height on critical mass velocity, tests should be con-

ducted to estimate the relationship of bed height on the

critical mass velocity for incremental incresses of 500 to

1000 per cent. Such tests need only be concerned with the

variable of bed height.

Limitations

The limitatione impoeed upon this investigation are pe-

sented in the following paragraphs.

ggg; cf Fluidiaation Performed. The fluidiaetlon tests

perforned in this investigation were the batch type, in which

the material fluidised remained in the tluidisation veseel

throughout each test.

Material Fluidized. The fluidised material used in this

investigation was ottawa sand with an absolute density of

166.6 pounds per cubic foot.

Slses of Ottawa Sand. Three ranges of ottawa sand were

empleyed with the particle eine determined by screen and photo-

graphic analysis. The particle diameters by photographie

analysis for the three ranges of sand in order of decreasing
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nagnitude were: 20 to 30·meeh, 0.0278 inch; 30 to 50-mesh,

0.0191 inch; 50 to 70·mesh, 0.0108 inch. The particle

dlameters by screen analysis were: 20 to 30-mesh; 0.0253

inch; 30 to 50—m¤•¤, 0.0169 inch; $0 to 70·mesh, 0.0098 inch.

Veeeel Diameter. Fluidization columna of 2- and L-inch

diameter were constructed of coppcr and employed in the

investigatio.

Fluidising Medium. Air was used aa the tluidizing nediun

in the investigation. The air was passed through a bed of

8—mssh indicating drierite prior to introduction into the

column:. The air temperature varied from 68 to 76 degree:

Fahrenheit and contained a maximum humidit; of 0.006 pound

of water Vapor per pound of dry air.

Air Velocity. The air Velocity was held at the critical

mass Velocity for the tests of this investigation.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Fluidization of ottawa. sand of particle diameters,

0.0266 inch, 0.0180 inch, and 0.0103 inch was pertormed in

2- and I.-inch diameter colmsns. The static pressure drop

was determined et the critical mass Velocity tor bed heights

or 1/2-, 1-, 1-1/2-, 2-, 2-1/2-, 3-, and 3-1/2··£eet. Air,

with maxisxum humidity ot 0.006 pound of water Vapor per

pound of dry air, Varying from 68 to 76 degrees Fahrenheit

was used es the fluidizing mediuu. The results of the

investigation led to the following conclusions:
‘

1. The pressure drop across the fluidized system de-

creased as the particle diameter decreased. A maximum de-

crease of 70 per cent occurred for the 6··inch bed height and

I.-inch diameter column as the particls size decreased frou

0.0266 inch to 0.0103 inch.

2. The pressure drop across the fluidised system

increased es the tube diameter decreased. A maximum

increase of I.? Pßr cent occurred for the 3··£oot bed height

and the 20 to 30-mech range of sand as the tube diameter

decreaeed from I. to 2 inches.

3. The pressure drop across the fluidized system

incrcesed as the bed height increased. A maximum increase
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of ten fold occurred for the 2·inch diameter column and the

20 to 30-mesh range of sand ae the bed height increased from

1/2—r¤¤z to 3-1/2·:«•;.

1.. The pressure drop across the fluidized system

increaeed thirteen feld as the sand size increased from

0.0103 inch to 0.0266 inch, the tube size decreased fra

I. to 2 inchee, and the bed height increseed from 1/2·foot

to 3•1./2·feet. An equation was developed correlating the

pressure drop with the other factors of the fluidized system.

The equation was as followsz

Y •= 3.173 - 0.18611 + 0.03912 + 1.01713

·· 0.2971,* + 0.15115

where:

Y • log L•p/
€fDt, dimensionless

X1 • log dimensionlese

X2 • log DP/Dt, dimensionlese

X3 • leg I/Dt, dixhensionless W
In • log E , dimensionless

15 • log dimensionlese.
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5. The bed height was determined to be the only sig··

nificant variable when subjected to analysis of variance.

Other variables included in the analysis were tube dianeter

and sand size.

6. The group? 0p/ (ißt, Uf/ mt, DP/Dt, 1./Dt, 6 ,

and \/~E-D3
2,

ot the dimensionless equstion were

significant as detemined by an analysis ot variance for

regressien.
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VI. SUMMARI

The use of fluidized solide techniques has been very

prouinent in recent years, especially in the petroleun

industry. with the inereasing use of fluidized systems

the need for study of the relationships existing between

the variables of such systems became more inportant. The

application of the principles of dimensional and etatistical

v analysis to such studies have proved very effective.

The purpose of this investigation was te correlate the

pressure drop across e fluidized bed of ottawa sand with

the variables cf bed height, bed diameter, and particls

size by dimensional and statistical means.

In the investigation the effects of bed height, par-

ticle size, and vessel diaueter on the pressure drop through

the fluidised system were studied. Copper fluidization

columns were used having internal diameters of 2 and A

inches. Standard testing gradee of ottawa sand were e¤ploy~

ed es the solid. The sand ranges studied were 20 to 30—,

30 to SO-, and 50 to 70«¤esh (Tyler standard) with an

absolute density of 166.6 pounde per cubie foot. Seve

bed heights of l/2•, l-, l•l/2-, 2-, 2-1/2-, 3-, and

3-1/2·feet were used in the investigation with the static
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pressure drop determined at the critical mass velocity at

each bed height. air, varying in temperature from 623 to 76

degreee Fahrenheit and having a maximum humidity of U.OO6

pound of water vapor per pound of dry air, was employee. as

the fluidizing medium.

hy means of dimensional and statistical analysis, an

empirical equation was developed and the exponents relating

pressure drop to the other properties of fluidized systems

were evaluated. The equation applies only to velocitiee of

the fluid at. the critical mass velocity and is as follows:

! •
3.173 · 0.186Xl + 0.039XZ + 1.Ol"/X3

— — 0.2972% + 0.1513%

where:

Y • log grüß, dimemsionlese

X1 • log dimensionlese

X2 • log DP/Dt, dimensionless

X3 • leg dimensionless

XL • leg 6 , dimensionlees

X5 ' M8
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The pressure drop over the fluiaiised system was determined

to be dependent primarily on the bed height of sand employed•

The application of the principles of multiple regression showed

that all the dimensionless groups correlated with pressure drop

were signiticenm The pressure drop was shovm to deerease es

perticle diameter deereased, increase es the tube diameter

deereased, and increase as the bed height increased.
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